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GRIEVANCE AGAINST JOHN JACKSON

Just before Christmas, on December 23, 1991, in Corsicana, Texas, Cameron Todd

Willingham's three daughters (Amber, Karmon, and Kameron, all under the age of 3) died when

the Willingham home caught fire. V/illingham escaped, but was unable to save his girls. His

wife Stacy had left for work earlier in the day. After analysis of the fire debris by State Fire

Marshal Manuel Vasquez and Assistant Corsicana Fire Chief Douglas Fogg, Willingham was

indicted for capital murder by arson. John Jackson was the lead prosecutor and obtained a

conviction and a death sentence in August of 1992-only eight months after the fire. As Jackson

told the jury in closing argument, there were two pillars to the prosecution's case, the testimony

of the fire marshals and Willingham's alleged confession to jailhouse "snitch" Johnny Webb, all

the other evidence was "window dressing."t Willingham was executed on February 17,2004.

Petitioners Eugenia Willingham and Patrici a Cox,2 through undersigned counsel, bring

this grievance against John Jackson alleging misconduct that began during rhe 1992 prosecution

of Cameron Todd Willingham and continues to this day.

This grievance rests on ne\¡/ documentary evidence-recently discovered court records,

documents from the files of the Navarro County District Attorney's office, letters just obtained

from Johnny Webb, as well as correspondence and affidavits created by Jackson himself.

Standing alone, the documentary evidence provides overwhelming support for Petitioners'

allegations that John Jackson illegally and unethically made an undisclosed deal with Johnny

' Trial Transcript, State v. Willinghant,No.24467-CR (13'h Dist. Navarro Co.) ("TT") Vol. 13 at 40. In
subsequent citation to the Willingham trial record, the volume and page number will be cited. If line
numbers are cited, they will be proceeded with a colon, TT Vol. ** at **'**.
2 Eugenia 'Willingham is Todd V/illingham's stepmother. She raised him from infancy, after Todd was

abandoned by his biological mother. Patricia Cox is Todd's first cousin who obtained a report from fire
scientist Dr. Gerald Hurst just before 'Willingham's execution that showed the arson analysis that
convicted him was wholly without scientific merit.



Webb and has continued to cover it up to this day. The documents clearly indicate that'in return

for Webb's cooperation in the 'Willingham case, Jackson reduced V/ebb's conviction from

Robbery in the First Degree to Robbery in the Second Degree, took extraordinary measures to

protect'Webb and confer benefits on him with the assistance of Jackson's wealthy friend Charles

Pearce, deceived the Board of Pardons and Paroles ("BPP") to obtain Webb's early release,

deceived the BPP and the Governor of Texas about his dealings with V/ebb on the eve of

Willingham's execution, misled officials in the Navarro County District Attorney's Office about

the illegal charge reduction and benefits given to V/ebb which caused them to file misleading

papers on the eve of Willingham's execution about material facts, swore a false affidavit

prepared for the Court of Inquiry (COI) proceedings brought by Petitioners to have Willingham

posthumously declared innocent, and issued misleading public statements in opposition to

Petitioners' efforts to obtain a posthumous pardon.

In addition to the damning documentary evidence, Petitioners also submit a detailed

interview with Webb, tape-recorded in the presence of his current counsel, which supplements

and corroborates the documentary record showing Jackson's misconduct.

I. Introduction: Noble Cause Corruption and Fire Science

"l would rather fail with honor than succeed with fraud. "

Sophocles

This is a case about "noble cause corruption," a phenomenon well documented in

policing literature that describes a belief held by some officers that it is justifiable for the

common good to fabricate or artificially improve evidence to secure the conviction of someone
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they believe has committed a heinous crime.' It ulro has application to prosecutors, defense

lawyers, and anyone else in the criminal justice system that decides to break the rules for what he

or she perceives to be the greater good.

The petitioners do not doubt that Respondent John Jackson believed at the time of the

prosecution that Todd Willingham was guilty of arson murder. Though chemical tests found no

evidence of accelerant in the bedroom of V/illingham's children or in the hallway outside their

bedroom, Jackson was assured by Texas Fire Marshal Manuel Vasquez and Assistant Corsicana

Fire Chief Douglas Fogg that "pour patterns" on the floor of the bedroom, a "v pattern" in the

hallway, burning under furniture, "ctazed glass," and other visual cues constituted rock-solid,

scientihc proof that Willingham had doused accelerant all over his children's bedroom and the

hallway on the morning of Decemb er 23, 1 99 1 and then started a fire in a deliberate effort to kill

his three daughters. In his closing argument, Jackson pounded away with the arson evidence,

proclaiming:

You saw the photographs; and you heard how he poured that liquid in the

children's rooms. You saw how he poured it in the hall. You saw how he poured

it along the rest of the house. Do you remember what Manuel Vasquez told you

about fire evidence? He said that, 'Fire doesn't lie, only people lie; fire doesn't

destroy evidence, it creates evidence....It left its mark, members of the jury.

V/hen you look at these patterns, this is Cameron Todd Willingham's confession

of the crime burned into every puddle in the floor of that house. It's burned into

the floor of that house on 11th Avenue. And it's bumed into our memories, too.4

3 The phrase "noble cause corruption," was first coined by Edwin Delattre in Character and Cops: Ethics

in Policing (Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute, 1989), Ch 11. See also, Caldero, M., &
Crank, J. (2004). Police ethics: The corruption of noble cause (2nd Ed.). Cincinnati, OH: Anderson Lexis

a TT vol. 13 at 44.
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John Jackson went on to call Todd Willingham a "monster"s, a "child killer dressed up like a

lawyer"6, and offered to "get down on my knees and beg you" to convict Willingham of capital

murder.T He held out a singed bible secured from the Willingham homes and implored the jurors

to do "what's required of you," to remember that Jesus said "Whomsoever shall harm one of my

children, it's better for a millstone to be hung around his neck and for him to be cast in the sea

and drowned."e These provocative remarks alone make it clear that Jackson unequivocally

trusted the arson evidence to be sound science and truly believed Willingham had committed a

horrendous crime.

Yet soon after Jackson gave his closing argument, the National Fire Protection

Association published in 1992 its Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigalions (NFP A g2I),10

reflecting a consensus view of fire scientists, based on experiments and empirical evidence, that

Vasquez and Fogg were wrong. There is no scientific basis for inferring the presence of

accelerant in debris when chemical tests do not detect it based on "pour pattems," "v patterns,"

"burning under furnitute," "etazed glass" or other observations. Vasquez and Fogg were

swearing with absolute certainty - "the fire doesn't lie" - to "folklore" and junk science that had

been under attack for years before the publication of NFPA 921. Unfortunately, it wasn't until

the eve of Willingham's execution in 2004 that his attorneys secured an affrdavit from a leading

scientist, Dr. Gerald Hurst, exposing in great detail the specious claims of Vasquez and Fogg and

t TT vol. 13 ar" 46.
u Id. ut36.
' Id. 47.
t Id. at3r-32.
e Id. at 48.

'O S"", NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION, GUIDE FOR FIRE AND EXPLOSION
INVESTIGATION (1992). The NFPA promotes fire prevention and safety. The most recent edition of
NFPA 921 was published in 201 l.
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the inaccuracy of their conclusion that the fìre was the result of arson.

Since then, a series of prominent hre scientists, in highly publicized re-examinations of

the evidence, have repeatedly agreed with Dr. Hurst and rejected the opinions of Vasquez and

Fogg. First, in 2006 Petitioners and the Innocence Project filed a complaint with the Texas

Forensic Science Commission (TFSC) based on a report of five independent hre scientists

addressing a dilemma: The death sentence and arson murder conviction of Ernest Willis, based

on virtually identical testimony and opinions from Vasquez and virtually identical scientific

facts, had been overtumed and dismissed based on findings from Dr. Hurst whereas

Willingham's conviction, despite the submission of the Hurst report, was affirmed and

Willingham was executed. Indeed, 'Willis ultimately received compensation from the State on

the grounds of "actual innocence." The results in these cases were, as a scientific matter,

mutually exclusive. The Independent Panel found the arson evidence in V/illingham's case to be

unreliable and called for an audit of other similar cases in Texas. 11

To assess Petitioner's complaint and the Independent Panel's findings the TFSC hired its

own independent expert, Dr. Craig Beyler from Harvard. Dr. Beyler agreed with Dr. Hurst and

the Independent Panel. But just before the TFSC was to hold hearings on Beyler's report,

Governor Peny removed the co-chairs of the TFSC, Sam Bassett and Tarrant County prosecutor

Alan Levy, and appointed then V/illiamson County District Attorney John Bradley to chair the

TFSC. After contentious procedural wrangling, the TFSC ultimately issued a report in 2017,

more than five years after the original complaint was hled, finding the arson science in the

Willingham case to be "seriously flawed." '' Th" TFSC forcefully rejected Vasquez's testimony

,' DOUGLAS CARPENTER ET AL., REPORT ON THE PEER REVIEV/ OF THE EXPERT
TESTIMONY IN THE CASES OF STATE OF TEXAS V. CAMERON TODD WILLINGHAM AND
STATE OF TEXAS V. EARNEST RAY V/ILLIS 1t-12 (2006)
t2 See TEX. FORENSIC SCì. COMM'N, ADDENDUM TO THE APRIL 15,2011 REPORT OF THE
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concerning pour patterns, v patterns, crazed glass, low deep burning under furniture and other

observations.'3 Th" TFSC condemned efforts to defend the original Vasquez - Fogg analysis as

"untenable"l4 and was especially critical of testimony by Vasquez regarding Willingham's state

of mind (an intent to kill the children) as being far outside the bounds of acceptable expert

testimony in the field.ls

The current Texas Fire Marshal agrees with the TFSC and has undertaken, with the co-

operation of individual scientists on the TFSC and the Innocence Project of Texas, an audit of

other arson convictions in Texas pursuant to the Fire Marshal's continuing duty to correct

unreliable scientific testimony by experts such as occuned in the Willingham case.l6 Altogether,

eight of the leading fire scientists in the world have conducted detailed reviews of the

Willingham arson evidence, agreed with Dr. Hurst, and strongly condemned the arson testimony

of Vasquez and Fogg that formed the basis of Jackson's impassioned closing argument.

In 2010, while Chairman Bradley and the forensic scientists on the TFSC were still

considering the complaint that the arson evidence in the Willingham case was unreliable,

Petitioners here filed an application before the Honorable Charles Baird to convene a Court of

Inquiry (COD and obtain a "Declaration to Remedy Injury to Mr. 'Willingham's Reputation"

pursuant to Article I Section 13 of the Texas Constitutiott.'7 A year earlier the same COI and

Declaration procedure had been used successfully before Judge Baird on behalf of the late Tim

TEXAS FORENSIC SCIENCE COMMISSION, WILLINGHAM/V/ILLIS INVESTIGATION, aI 3_4
(Oct. 28, 2011), available at
http://content.newsSaustin.com/auscontent/fìles/V/illingharnV/illisReport.pdf.
tt Id. ar2r-28.
'o Id. at 41.
tt Id. at36.
16 An opinion by the Attorney General prohibited the Commission itself from conducting independent
audits of cases that preceded passage of the enabling TFSC legislation, an interpretation contested by the
autlrors of the legislation. ,See Tex. Att'y Gen. Op. No. GA-0866 (July 29,2011).
'' See Paul C. Giannelli , Junk Science and the Execution of an Innocent Man,7 NYU J.L. &. Libefi 221,
248 n.l I 3 (201j) (hereafter citecl as "Giannelli").
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Cole and his family, ultimately resulting in a posthumous pardon of Cole by Governor Perry and

compensation to Cole's family.l8 The Willingham COI proceeding, however, was cut short by a

recusal motionle and Judge Baird's retirement from the district court bench.

Considerable public, media, and scholarly attention has been paid to the arson evidence

and the question of V/illingham's innocence including a Polk award winning magazine article in

the New Yorker magazine, Trial by Fire, by David Grann, and a recent law review article by

Prof. Paul Giannelli, a distinguished authority in the field of forensic science and the law, Junk

Science and the Execution of An Innocent Man,7 NYU Journal of Law & Liberty 221 (2013).

The latter contains a concise but comprehensive summary of the complicated legal and

administrative proceedings that have occurred with respect to the arson evidence since

Willingham's execution.

But it must be emphasized at the outset, while the demonstrated unreliability of the hre

marshal testimony offered against V/illingham is relevant evidence,20 Petitioners' allegations

against Jackson do not turn on it, and V/illingham need not be offrcially exonerated before John

Jackson is held accountable for his actions. Documentary evidence, much of it generated by

Jackson himself, supports Petitioners' claim that Jackson violated and continues to violate the

criminal laws of Texas, ethical rules governing lawyers, and ethical rules governing judicial

It Office of the Governor Rick Perry Press Release, Gov. Peruy Grants Posthumous Pardonfor Innocence
toTintCole,March7,2070, http://govenlor.state.tx.us/news/press-releasell43l2l
re lronically, Judge Baird had been sitting on the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals and voted to affirm
Willingham's conviction and death sentence. See Willinghamv. State,897 S.V/.2d 351 (Tex. Crim. App.
1 99s).
20 The fire science is relevant because it tends to show V/illingham would not lrave "confessed" to
spreading accelerant in the bedroom of his children and in the hallway as Webb claimed because, in fact,
there was no accelerant spread in those areas. lt further tends to show that 'Webb must have been "fed"
these false facts about where accelerant was spread from someone, like Jackson, who knew specifically
what the fire marshals were mistakenly claiming to be true.

l



conduct in handling the jailhouse "snitch" testimony of Johnny Webb. Specifically, the

documentary evidence strongly supports the findings that, inter alia

When Webb pled guilty to Robbery in the First Degree on March 10, 7992, Jackson
deliberately created an anomalous "N/A" notation with respect to a deadly weapon
"finding" on the judgment of conviction so that he could have 'Webb testify to pleading
guilty to Robbery in the First Degree at Willingham's trial but later try to change Webb's
conviction to Robbery in the Second Degree without Willingham's lawyers knowing
about the reduction;

On October 12, 7992, three months after Webb testified to pleading guilty to Robbery in
the First Degree, and just prior to Webb being sent to state prison, Jackson directed
Navarro County court clerks to falsely tell the Texas Department of Correction that Webb
was only convicted of a Robbery in the Second Degree, thereby making Webb eligible
for early parole;

On July 15, 1996, after failing to get Webb's Robbery in the First Degree conviction
reduced sub silentio through the clerks, Jackson obtained a nunc pro tunc reduction of
Webb's conviction to Robbery in the Second Degree rvhich rvas noted on the District
Attorney's own file to be part of an understanding between Jackson and Webb's defense
lawyer at the time of the plea to be "based on co-op" in the Willingham case;

a

a

a

o

o

On July 15, 1996, Jackson falsely represented in a letter to the BPP and that he had just
learned Webb was mistakenly classified as having been convicted of Robbery in the First
Degree, misstated the reasons for obtaining the nunc pro tunc reduction, and urged
Webb's parole eligibility be re-calculated and advanced;

Despite emphatically telling Webb in front of the V/illingham jury that there was
"nothing I can do for you" to help Webb during his incarceration, especially when it
came to protection from retaliation for snitching, Jackson took immediate and
extraordinary steps with prison officials to ensure, as Jackson put it, Webb's "continued
co-operation" including repeated letters and phone calls asking for special placement and
Webb's early release;

Working through his wealthy friend Charles Pearce, who provided financial benefits to
Webb, Jackson was personally involved in trying to prevent Webb from "going public"
about the Willingham case and to keep "promises" 'Webb claimed were made in return
for his co-operation;

Jackson took steps, both as a prosecutor and subsequently as ajudge, to keep documents
out of public court records that would reveal his undisclosed deal with V/ebb, the true
reason for the nunc pro tunc reduction, the provision of special benefits to 'Webb, his own
direct knowledge of Webb's threats to recant, and Webb's handwritten recantation;

8
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a

a

When Willingham's lawyer petitioned to get a 90-day stay of execution for further
investigation of information he had just received that the testimony ofjailhouse informant
Johnny Webb was "false" and a "ptoduct of prosecutorial misconduct," Jackson sent a
letter on February 4, 2004 to the BPP and the Governor containing material
misrepresentations in order to expedite Willingham's execution and avoid an
investigation into promises made to Webb to obtain co-operation, the nunc pro tunc
reduction of 'Webb's conviction, and Jackson's unusual efforts on behalf of Webb;

On October 4,2010, less than four years ago, Jackson provided the Navarro County
District Attorney Lowell Thompson a misleading affidavit in connection with the Court
of Inquiry brought by Petitioners that includes the assertion "Webb was offered no
reduction in punishment for his testimony."

In a recently tape-recorded interview Johnny V/ebb corroborates the documentary evidence

of an undisclosed deal with respect to the Robbery in the First Degree charge ("And he [Jackson]

said, even if you're convicted now, we can get it off you later") and directly implicates Jackson

in the knowing fabrication of V/ebb's testimony. Webb provides a troubling account of

Jackson's conduct that has led Petitioners to discover additional evidence. But Petitioner's

allegations that John Jackson committed numerous violations of the Texas Disciplinary Rules of

Professional Conduct do not depend on the word of Johnny 'Webb. On the contrary, the deeply

disturbing documentary record by itself is more than sufficient for the State Bar to enter a "just

cause" finding of violations of the disciplinary rules and begin a prosecution to hold Jackson

fully accountable in a manner consistent with the gravity of his misdeeds.

And the gravity of what happened here must not be underestimated. If John Jackson

intentionally broke Texas criminal laws and violated ethical rules by, at the very least, hiding his

deal with Webb to improve a case Jackson believed was a heinous arson murder, he consciously

disregarded the known risk that he and his experts were wrong, that the arson evidence was junk

science, and that his improper and unethical acts would ultimately lead to the conviction and

execution of Willingham despite the last minute production of scientific evidence demonstrating

Willingham's innocence. Yet that is exactly what happened.

I



When counsel for Willingham finally submitted Dr. Hurst's report to the courts discrediting

the arson evidence on the eve of the February 2004 execution, Bill Price, a line prosecutor in

Navarro County, filed an answer that objected to the reporl as untimely and procedurally barred.

Price, however, also made the cogent point that, even if the courts assumed everything Hurst said

was true, the conviction and death sentence could still be supported as a matter of law by

Willingham's supposed jailhouse confession to Webb. Price did not know that the District

Attorney's own file in the Webb case, not Willingham's, showed that Webb's conviction had

been reduced from Robbery in the First Degree to Robbery in the Second Degree on July 15,

1996 "based on co-op in Willingham," nor did Price know that on that same date John Jackson

sent a misleading letter to the BPP urging Webb's early release in light of the reduction.2l Price

now states that he would have revealed the nunc pro tunc reduction deal to 'Willingham's capital

counsel if Price had known about it at the time. If this disclosure had been made, and considering

the critical importance of Webb's testimony, Willingham's execution would almost certainly

have been stayed, a hearing held to determine if Willingham got a fair trial and whether Dr.

Hurst was right. This is hardly fanciful speculation. It's the same process used by Ernest Willis,

an innocent man, to avoid execution.22

Whatever one's belief about the fire science and V/illingham's innocence, if Petitioners'

allegations of a continuing cover-up by Jackson are true, Jackson subverted the proper

functioning of our judicial system's ultimate "fail safe" protections in capital cases. Such

misconduct, however noble Jackson believed his cause, could not be more consequential, more

disturbing, or more corrosive to public confidence in lawyers and our system ofjustice.

2r 
See Affidavit of Robert Hinton (Appendix 45).

22 
See llillis v. Coclwell,No. P-01 -CA-20,2004 WL 1812698, *12 (W.D. Tex. August g,2004) (granting

relief on other grounds but noting that expert testimony on arsorl "raise[s] strorrg reason to be concerned
that V/illis may be actually innocent").

l0



II. The Documentary Evidence

Documents obtained since Willingham's execution strongly support a finding that, in

exchange for Webb's testimony, Jackson made an undisclosed deal to (1) reduce Webb's

aggravated robbery conviction, (2) obtain Vy'ebb's early release, and (3) provide Webb protection

in prison and other benefits. The documents support Petitioner's allegations that Jackson made

numerous misrepresentations and violated both the criminal law and the disciplinary rules in

order to effectuate this agreement and then prevent its discovery. Jackson had to keep these

efforts secret both to protect the Willingham conviction as well as his own reputation.

A. Trial Testimony of Webb23

There were two lines of proof offered at trial to support Willingham's conviction and

death sentence: the jailhouse confession by Johnny 'Webb and expert testimony that the fire was

intentionally set. Jackson highlighted Webb's testimony and the opinion of arson expert

Vasquez:

I'll submit to you that any-either of that testimony, standing alone, is sufficient
and conclusive and it shows you that this defendant, Cameron Todd Willingham,
committed the crime . . . . the other fevidence] . . . is window dressing,2a
Webb was the hrst witness called at the trial. He claimed that Todd Willingham

confessed to the murder in a conversation at the Navarro County Jail. Webb testified that

Willingham denied for 30 days having caused the fire.25 Then one day, Willingham allegedly

confessed out of the blue.26 According to Webb, Willingham said he killed his children because

his wife had injured or killed one of them, inducing Willingham to panic and burn the house

23 All of Webb's trial testimony is attachecl as Appendix 1. A full transcript of the trial will be made
available upon request.

TT Vol. 13 at44.
Id. at 3 5 :2-6; 3 6:1 9 -24; 31 :20 -23
Id. at 3 6:1 9-24; 3l :20-23 .

24

2s

26
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down to protect his wife and cover the abuse.2t Webb testified that Willingham admitted that "he

took some kind of lighter fluid, squirting around the walls and floor and set afffe."28

There were obvious problems with Vy'ebb's story and his capacity as a witness. The

medical examiner found no injuries on the children that would indicate abuse. V/ebb had a

lengthy criminal history, suffered from mental health problems, and testified that he could not

remember whether he had in fact committed the crimes underlying his most recent convictions.2e

He was often confused and inconsistent. Jackson had to remind Webb of key details of his

testimony by showing him his prior written statement.3O

The fact that Webb's account of the confession-Willingham supposedly said he spread

lighter fluid in the children's bedroom and the hallway 
-coincided 

with the opinions of the

State's arson experts that accelerant was used in those areas, gave Webb's story some credence

at trial. Now, however, in light of NFPA 927,the findings of independent fire scientists, and the

TFSC report, it is clear that failure to detect accelerant in the bedroom and hallway means that

neither Willingham nor anyone else doused those areas with light fluid.3l It also provides strong

support for believing that Webb's testimony about the Willingham confession was fabricated and

" Id.at 18:5-16. Itshouldbenotedthatatthetimeofthetrial theprosecutionbenefittedfromtestimony
undermining the good character of Willingham's wife Stacy. She was openly supporting him and testified
at the penalty phase that Willingham loved the children, never abused them, and was incapable of
committing the crime. Over a dozen witnesses testified at the punishrnent phase on Willingham's behalf -
all attestingto V/illingham's loving and peaceable relationship with his children. See generallyTTYol.
14.

" TT vol. 13 at 18.
t' Id. at 23 :1 1 -13 ; 23 : 1 8-1 9 ; 2i :lnl 9 -28 : 12.t' Id. at 46:12-14; 46:25-47 :2; 47 :9-12.
3r Chernical testing did reveal traces of lighter fluid on the front porch, but was noted that a barbeque and
was kept in front of the house and a melted charcoal lighter fluid bottle was found nearby. See Giannelli
at229.

12



fed to him by Jackson who believed the incorrect and non-public assertions32 of Vasquez and

Fogg about precisely where accelerant was spread.33

The most pressing question regarding Webb's credibility at trial, however, was why

would he come forward and was he receiving any benefits in return for his testimony. To resolve

this concern, Jackson went to great lengths to bolster Webb's credibility. First, Webb testified

that he was reluctant to come forward with Willingham's confession to killing the children but

eventually did so "because it got to bugging my conscious."34 Second, and most importantly,

Jackson made it crystal clear that Webb was not offered any incentive whatsoever for his

testimony and thus had no reason to lie:

o Johnny, have I promised you anything in return for your testimony in
this case?

A. No sir you haven't.

a. As a matter of fact, I told you there is nothing I can do for you.

A. You said that there was nothing that no one could do for me.35

Webb told the jury he was only a few months into a fifteen-year sentence for aggravated

robbery-an extended sentence due to use of a deadly weapon.36 And he was very precise about

the nature of his conviction and his understanding of the time he expected to serve.

32 Undersigned counsel have reviewed local press accounts of the case at the time of Webb's statement,
and the specific theory of the use of accelerants was not reported publicly.

" The "feeding" of non-public facts in false confession cases, particularly facts that law enforcement
officials believe to be true but turn out to be false, is well documented. In a recent review of 63 DNA
exonerations involving false confessions, Brandon L. Garrett found that 59 of the confessious included
detailed facts known only to law enforcement.,See Brandon L. Gamett, Confession Contaminaîion
Revisited, Va. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2015) (copy available upon request). This same phenorrìena occurs
where a second-hand confession is supplied by an infonnant. In Garrett's book, Convicting the Innocent:
Ll/here Criminal Prosecutions Go l4/rong, he described several exoneration cases in which infonnants
bolstered the State's case by providing details that "enhauced the forensic evidence" which ultimately was
proven invalid.124,134-138, Harvard University Press, 201 l.tt TTVol. 13 at2o.
tt Id. uT 11:21.
tu Id. at 13:24-14:22;22:18-22.
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Now presently you are under a sentence of 15 years to do in the
penitentiary?

A. True.

a Is that aggravated or non-aggravated?

A. Aggravated.3T

a How much time do you understand that you will stay at a
minimum in the penitentiary?

A. Three years, nine months.

a And when were you sentenced?

A. Sometime either in late January or early February.

Nor was there any ambiguity at trial about Webb's guilty plea to "Aggravated" Robbery

in the First Degree with a knife as reflected in the closing argument of Willingham's attorney

David Martin:

I wondered to myself when I heard fWebb] say that he was convicted of
aggravated robbery, sentenced to 15 years in the penitentiary . . . . And then I
looked in the file, Mr. Webb's file; what did he plead guilty to? He plead guilty
to robbing a lady with a knife and threatening to kill her. An aggravated robber,
sentenced to 15 years . . .38

A stipulation of facts signed by Webb, Webb's lawyer April Sikes, and Jackson also

plainly states Webb was pleading to an Aggravated Robbery in the First Degree with a knife.3e

And Webb's understanding of his parole eligibility date-three years nine months-was

precisely correct for First Degree Robbery in1992. oo Hud Webb's conviction been for Second

Degree robbery his wait for parole eligibility would have been only half as long.al

tt TT vol. 11 aT 41 .
tt TT vol. 13 at25-26.
3e Appendix 2 (Stipulation of Evidence).
a0 Appendix 3 (Letter from Parole Expert Gary Cohen)
u' kÌ.

o
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John Jackson was not presenting Webb's testimony as a "co-operation" agreement

whereby a pending charge of Aggravated First Degree Robbery conviction would be

downgraded to a Second Degree Robbery conviction in return for truthful testimony. On the

contrary, by presenting Webb's judgment and sentence as already entered and fixed Jackson

directly conveyed to the jury that Webb could not be expecting any reduction in punishment

because of his cooperation.

Moreover, Jackson's emphasis on the fact that there was nothing he or anyone else could

do for Webb was highlighted after it became clear on direct, cross, and re-direct examination that

Webb had been raped by another inmate during his last prison stint, and that he feared reprisals

for testifying against another inmate:

You understand there's going to be lots of problems for you associated
with giving this testimony, don't you?

I'm well aware of that.

What happens to people who give this type of testimony in your
situation?

o You have information of what's happened to you after you've given
information about fellow inmates, don't you?

A. Yes, srr.

a What has happened to you?

A. My life has been threatened as well as my family's life. And if I make it
to the penitentiary, then I'm going to be in deep trouble.a2

In short, with the clear knowledge that Jackson had told Webb "there was nothing no one

could do for me," not even special efforts at protective custody during incarceration, the jury was

led to conclude that V/ebb had altruistically placed himself at great personal risk.

a

A

a

,F {< ,(

t' TT vol. 1l at 44-45
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Willingham's counsel attempted to impeach Webb with the testimony of another inmate

at the Navarro County Jail who heard V/ebb state that he had been threatened by guards and that

"he was hoping to get out-get time cut or something was supposed to happen with his lawyer in

a couple of months," but the tlial judge sustained Jackson's objection and excluded this

testimony. Webb repeatedly denied on cross-examination that he had made a complaint to the

FBI about being threatened.a3

B. Documents Showing an Undisclosed Deal to Reduce Webb's Conviction From
Aggravated Robbery in the First Degree to Second Degree Robbery in Exchange
For Webb's Cooperation.

The records of the Navarro County District Attorney and the Navarro County District

Court, and letters from Webb himself tell a very different story than what Jackson represented

to the jury at V/illingham's trial and has maintained to this day,

l. The Octob er l2th Typed Note

Jackson's efforts to fulfill his undisclosed bargain with V/ebb are almost immediately

apparent after the trial. In a typewritten note dated October 12, 1992-less than two months

after Webb's trial-Jackson brazenly instructs the District Clerk's Offrce to tell the Texas

Department of Corrections that Webb was convicted of second degree robbery even though

Webb actually plead guilty to aggravated robbery:

ot Id. al.48. In his recent taped interview, Webb acknowledges making a pre-trial complaint to the FBI
and states that he cornplained of being forced to testifl falsely. ,See V/ebb Transcript, Appendix 4, at 7,
ln. l2 -15 and at 8, ln. l-l A, 19-23.
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A handwritten annotation to the typed note above reflects the inconsistencies between the actual

judgment entered and Jackson's instruction: The correct Penal Code would be 29.02. And the

correct degree is a 2nd.aa

The first point to be emphasized here is that this note "per John Jackson" to clerk

Marilyn Greer, sent just before Webb was scheduled to leave local custody and be processed

by the Texas Department of Correction ("TDC"), is, on its face, an instruction to violate the

criminal law. As Jackson well knew from V/ebb's sworn testimony at the Willingham trial,

just two months earlier, Webb pled to First Degree Aggravated Robbery, stipulated that he

committed the robbery with a knife, and expected to be eligible for parole no earlier than three

years and nine months from the date of his conviction. If the clerks, upon instruction from

Jackson, told TDC that the plea was to Robbery in the Second Degree and TDC changed the

Penal Code violation from 29.03 to 29.02, that would constitute Tampering With a

Government Record (Penal Code $ 37.10) by Jackson because Jackson knew the plea was

aa Appendix 5
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actually to Robbery in the First Degre".ot It is unclear as to whether the clerk's office tried to

follow Jackson's instructionrou brt TDC did not process Webb as being convicted of Second

Degree Robbery and, accordingly, Webb was not eligible for a one half "time cut" in terms of

early parole release.aT

2. Inconsistencies in 'Webb's 1992 Judgment Shows that Jackson Always
Intended to Reduce 'Webb's Charge as Part of an Undisclosed Deal.

As demonstrated by the October 12, 1992 note, an anomalous inconsistency in the

judgment filed in Webb's aggravated robbery case is tell-tale evidence that Jackson intended

from the start to reduce the degree of Webb's conviction if V/ebb testif,red according to plan.

The March 10, 1992 judgmentas 
-created 

months before the 'Willingham trial-was

intentionally drafted with an inconsistent "finding" about use of a deadly weapon that Jackson

could later use to claim that Webb had only pled to Robbery in the Second Degree not Robbery

in the First Degree (Aggravated Robbery with a deadly weapon) if Webb co-operated in

providing helpful testimony at Willingham's trial.

On the March l0th judgment form there are boxes to be filled out at the top of the form

for "Penal Code Offense" and "Findings on The Use of a Deadly Weapon." The Penal Code

Offense is properly filled out as "29.03" or First Degree Robbery but the box concerning

"Findings on the Use of a Deadly Weapon" is filled out as "N/4," notwithstanding the fact that

the judgment was accompanied by a clear stipulation that a knife was used in the course of the

ot If it were found that Jackson tried to tamper with the record for purposes of fulfilling a deal with Vy'ebb,
which was intended to "defraud or hann" Willingharn, it would be a felony of the second degree pursuant
to Penal Code 37.10(d)(3).
aó An investigator for Petitioners interviewed Marilyn Greer and clerks from the Navarro County clerk's
office about the October 12'l'note. Neither Greer nor her colleagr-res had any specific recollection of the
note but believed it to be a note that would have come from the District Attorney's office to them, not a
note they would have typed themselves. See Appendix 6 (Wayman Investigation Report).
a7 See Appendix 3 (Colrerr Letter).
ot A copy of the original March 10, 1992 judgment in \ùy'ebb's case is attached as Appendix 7.
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robbery as a deadly weapon. Most significantly, the October 12, 1992 noTe to clerk Marilyn

Greer calls attention to this "N/4" inconsistency in the deadly weapon finding and states "That is

what John Jackson wants it to be." Put simply, this line in the October 12tl' note is compelling

evidence thaf Jackson always wanted this small inconsistency about the use of a deadly weapon

finding in the judgment in the hopes that he could later, sub silentio, persuade TDC that Webb

was only convicted of Second Degree Robbery and was eligible for earlier parole release.

3. The July 15, 1996 Nunc Pro Tunc Reduction of Webb's Judgment and
the Notation on the District Attorney's File That It Was "Based on Coop
in Willingham."

On July 15, 1996, Jackson sought and obtained a nunc pro tunc judgment from the

Navarro County Court Judge Kenneth "Buck" Douglas substituting a conviction for Second

Degree Robbery (Penal Code $ 2.02) for Webb instead of an Aggravated Robbery in the First

Degree (Penal Code $ 29.ß).4e The Navarro County District Court hle does not contain any

contemporaneous motion from Jackson providing reasons for this extraordinary change and there

is no transcript we can locate of the proceedings, assuming a court reporter was even present.

There is, however, a handwritten notation on the jacket of the District Attorney's file that stands

as "smoking pistol" proof of a deal between Jackson and Webb that in return for co-operation in

the Willingham case the Robbery in the First Degree conviction would be reduced to the lesser

included offense of Robbery in the Second Degree:

on The substitute Nunc Pro Tunc Judgment is attached as Appendix 8
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[April says thìs was to be incl. offense of robbery 2nd " [degreef - based on coop in
Willingham.lso

The "April" refetenced in the notation is April Sikes-Webb's criminal defense lawyer for the

1992 robbety 
"use.'l 

Prior to being in private practice when she represented Webb, Sikes had

been an employee of the Navarro County District Attorney's Office and a colleague of Jackson.

She subsequently served as Mayor of Corsicana and is currently employed by the Smith County

District Attorney's Office. Court records do not indicate that Sikes was present on July 15,1996

when Jackson obtained the nunc pro tunc reduction. V/hen asked about the notation on the

jacket of the District Attorney's hle and her representation of Webb, Sikes told Longview

attorney Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes that she had no memory of Webb's case and did not retain

her own defense fiIe.52

Although counsel has not yet been able to identify the handwriting on this notation,

clerks at the Navarro County District Clerk's Ofhce have suggested the notation may be in the

handwriting of now deceased Judge Kenneth "Buck" Douglas whose informal approach

to A copy of the jacket of the District Attorney's file is attached as Appendix 9
5r 

See Appendix 2 (stipLrlation showing April Sikes as counsel).
s2 Appendix l0 (Affidavit of Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes).
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sometimes involved writing on the District Attorney's file what was communicated to him by

counsel for the State. t' Ho*"u.r the notation was made, it's undeniable that the District

Attorney's own fìle provides strong evidence that there was an undisclosed agreement that

Jackson would reduce the Robbery in the First Degree conviction to Robbery in the Second

Degree based on Webb cooperating in the Willingham prosecution.

4. Jackson's False Explanation of the Nunc Pro Tunc Reduction to the
Parole Board and the TDCJ in a July 15, 1996 letter.

The same day Jackson obtained the nunc pro tunc reduction of Webb's conviction he

immediately reported it to the Texas Depaftment of Criminal Justice (TDCÐ54 and the Texas

Board of Pardons and Paroles in a July 15,1996letter as follows:

I have recently received a letter from Johnny Webb which indicates that your
records show that he was convicted of the offense of Aggravated Robbery when,
in fact, he was convicted of Robbery.
Examination of the records of the District Court disclosed that the original
judgment reflected a conviction for Robbery, but also indicated the Penal Code
section for Aggravated Robbery.

To clarify this matter, I examined our records, along with the records of the
attorney who represented Mr. V/ebb. Based upon this, I requested that the Court
enter a judgment Nunc Pro Tunc in order to remove any doubt that Mr. Webb
should stand convicted of the offence of Robbery,2nd degree, which is an

included offense of that with which he was originally charged.

I would appreciate you taking this information into consideration when computing
any parole eligibility. ss

53 Private investigator Max Wayman, a former Special Agent in the Criminal lnvestigation Division of the
Internal Revenue Service and the principal in Max Wayman & Associates, interviewed Marilyu Greer and

Jill Grounds from the Navarro County Clerk's office about this notation. Neither Greer nor Grounds
remembered the notation being rnade but believed it might be the handwriting of Judge Kennetlr "Buck"
Douglas. See Appendix 6.
to By the time Jackson wrote this letter in July of 1996 the TDC, Texas Deparhnent of Corrections, had

been renamed TDCJ, the Texas Department of Criminal Justice. The two abbreviations are used

interchangeably herein.
55 Appendix I I (Letter From Jackson to TDCJ, July 15, 1996).
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This explanation of the nunc pro tunc reduction is directly contradicted by all the documentary

evidence, patently misleading, and deceptive in many ways.

First, Jackson's claim that he just "recently" became aware, through a letter from Johnny

Webb, that Webb had mistakenly been classified as having committed a First Degree Robbery

rather than a Second Degree Robbery is utterly disingenuous. Did Jackson really forget the

October 12, 1992 note where he tried to quietly and illegally get the clerks to falsely tell TDC

that that Webb had been convicted of a Robbery Second Degree? Did Jackson really forget that

V/ebb had unequivocally testified that he pled to Robbery in the First Degree using a knife as a

deadly weapon and the earliest parole date was three years and nine months from imposition of

the judgment? 'When Jackson conducted his "examination" of the "original judgment" did he

somehow miss the "Stipulation of Evidence" that he signed along with Webb and April Sykes

describing a robbery where Webb 'Judicially confesses" that he did "intentionally and knowingly

place Shirley McAdams in fear of imminent bodily injury by using and exhibiting a deadly

weapon, to wit: a knife"? Just consider the stipulation of evidence, which would have been in

the file Jackson claimed to have reviewed prior to obtaining the nunc pro tunc judgment:
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In short, no conscientious examination of the original judgment or testimony could lead

one to believe Webb pled guilty to Second Degree Robbery as opposed to First Degree. The

improper purpose of this nunc pro tunc reduction is unmistakably revealed in the last paragraph

of Jackson's ls11s1-¿ request to take the reduction into consideration when computing Webb's

parole eligibility because a Second Degree Robbery conviction would get Webb out earlier than

the original First Degree conviction.

5. There is No Innocent Explanation for the Nunc Pro Tunc Reduction of
Webb's Conviction

The rules governing nunc pro tunc judgments are strict and well known. A nunc pro

tunc judgment can only be obtained where the original judgment was incorrect due to a
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clerical error; it cannot conect an error of the Court in entering the wrong judgment or a

judgment later perceived to be improper. See Fanniel v. State, 73 S.W.3d 557, 560 (Tex.

App.-Houston [1't. Dist] 2002, no pet.) ("4 judgment nunc pro tunc is improper when it has

the effect of making a new order.").s6

In light of the 1992 "Stipulation of Evidence" Jackson and Webb signed that states 'Webb

committed a robbery using a knife as a deadly weapon, and in light of Webb's 1992 testimony

elicited by Jackson that the plea was to a First Degree Aggravated Robbery with a knife, for

Jackson to claim in 1996 that an entry on the judgment of Aggravated Robbery was a "clerical

error" for nunc pro tunc purposes is a patently false claim and it's hard to believe Jackson did not

know it. On its face, the documentary evidence supports a case that the July 15, 1996 nunc pro

tunc reduction was done for purposes of fulfilling a deal with Webb and getting his continued

co-operation, thereby violatìng Penal Code Section 37.10(d)(3)(Tampering with a Governmental

Record) for purposes of defrauding or harming another.

Similarly, Jackson cannot credibly claim that he obtained the 1996 nunc pro tunc reduction

for Webb in some post-hoc effort to save Webb from death threats by prison guards or the Aryan

Brotherhood for testifying against Willingham. That is plainly not a basis for nunc pro tunc

relief. The remedy for such a problem would be protective custody, the parole process, or an

application for clemency to the Parole Board and the Governor. Most significantly, Jackson did

tu Forexample, in Ex Parte Dopps,the Court of Criminal Appeals granted habeas corpus relief where a

court added a deadly weapon finding that had been omitted from the originaljudgment. 123 S.W .2d 669

(Tex. Crirn. App. 1986). The Court explained that a nunc pro tunc amendment to the judgrnent was not
proper to correct a judgrnent where the trial court acciderrtally ornitted a deadly weapon finding:

A correction can be made to reflect what actually occurred aL trial by entry of nunc pro
tunc judgment, but correction can be only as to what was done and not as to what should
have been done.

Ex parte Dopps,723 S.W.2d 669,611 (Tex. Crirn. App. 1986) (quoting Chaney v. State 494S.W.2d
813,814 (Tex. Crim. App. 1979)).
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not cite recent threats to Webb as a the basis for the nunc pro tunc reduction; rather, he told the

Parole Board and TDCJ in his July 15th letter that it was understood at the time of the original

judgment that Webb's conviction should have been for Second Degree, not First Degree

Robbery.

'When 
the entire trail of documentary evidence is considered one conclusion is inescapable:

As the notation on the District Attorney's file with respect to the July 15, 1996 nunc pro tunc

reveals, there was an understanding between Jackson and Webb at the time of the guilty plea that

the conviction would be reduced from Robbery in the First Degree to Second Degree Robbery in

return for co-operation in the V/illingham prosecution. After Webb fulhlled his part of the

bargain by testifying, in August of 1992, Jackson attempted in his October 12, 1992 note to the

clerks to deliver on his part by instructing the clerks to tell TDC the conviction was really a

Second Degree Robbery. The excuse for the reduction was an intentional inconsistency in the

judgment, recording "N/4" as the Deadly Weapon Finding. The inconsistency was not an

accident because, as the note says, "That's how John Jackson wants it to be." The benefit to

Webb, of course, of a reduction from First Degree Robbery to Second Degree is eligibility for

earlier release on parole. After the October 12th note to the clerk failed to get the reduction,

Jackson, as will be recounted below, took extraordinary steps to assist and convey benefits to an

increasingly restive Webb.sT Finally, on July 15, 1996 Jackson obtained the nunc pro tunc

reduction, falsely explaining to the parole board and TDCJ that it had always been a plea to

Robbery in the Second Degree, and immediately asking them to take the reduction into account

in computing an earlier parole release date for Webb.

57 As will be discussed infra,Webb asserted pressure on Jackson to make sure he received the benefits of
hisdeal. Webb'scomplaintsofabuseirrprisonescalatedduringhisprisontimeandincludedthreatsthat
he would recant his testimony in Willingham or bring his situation to the attention of the press if he did
not receive protectiou. V/ebb also filed pro se pleadings seeking to enforce promises made to him and
even to officially recaut his testirnorry.
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In shoft, the documentary evidence alone supports Petitioners' case that Jackson aided

and abetted the crime of Aggravated Perjury, a third degree felony, Texas Penal Code Section

37.70, by knowingly eliciting false testimony from Webb that there was no promise or

understanding that Webb would receive any benefit or time reduction in return for his testimony,

much less a reduction of the Robbery in the First Degree conviction to Second Degree thereby

making V/ebb eligible for earlier release on parole. Suborning perjury about such a material fact

would be criminal even if one assumes Webb was being truthful about Willingham confessing to

him-hardly a safe assumption.

C. Jackson Provided Extraordinary Assistance in Protecting Webb and Obtaining
an Early Release

The unlawful July 15, 1996 nunc pro tunc reduction was just one of many benefits conferred

on Webb both directly by Jackson and through Jackson's wealthy friend Charles Pearce.ss At

trial, Jackson emphasized Webb's fear of retribution and history of being sexually abused in

prison to bolster'Webb's credibility by daring to report Willingham's confession. Petitioners do

not doubt that Webb did receive some threats in prison based on his status as a "jailhouse snitch"

in a high profile case. Nor do Petitioners claim that it was improper for Jackson make efforts to

ensure Webb's safety. The point here, however, is that Jackson's immediate, constant, and

extraordinary efforts not just to protect Webb but to obtain his early release and confer benefits

upon him are entirely inconsistent with the clear message given to the jury at Willingham's trial:

That Jackson had made no promise to Webb that he would or could do anything to protect Webb,

58 Charles Pearce was a wealthy philanthropist in Navarro County who was known to help young men
referred to him by Navarro County law enforcement. V/hile it is doubtful that Pearce knew all the details
of Jackson's arrangement for Webb's false testimony, Pearce met regularly with Jackson regarding'Webb
and was vital in facilitating communication between tlre two and providing Webb with financial supporl
at.lackson's hehest.
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provide him special treatment, or get him an early release. Yet, records show immediate,

constant, and extraordinary intervention by Jackson on Webb's behalf with the prison system.

1. Letters Seeking Favorable Prison Classifïcation

In October 1992, just as Webb was being transfered from Navarro County to TDCJ,

.Tackson wrote to S.O. Woods at the TDCJ classification section advocating that Webb be placed

in a medical facility citing Webb's role as "a pivotal witness in a capital murder prosecution" and

noting that "Webb's testimony may be necessary aL a later stage in the proceedings,"se Having

heard nothing from Woods, Jackson wrote again a month later seeking a special placement for

V/ebb, noting his "pivotal importance" in the Willingham case that resulted in the death

penalty.60 Although the body of this second letter indicated the request was for Webb's safety,

Jackson added the following post-script implying that getting a favorable placement in TDCJ

was a condition for Webb's co-operation:

PS: in the event of reversal, I would also like to be able to count on Webb's
continued cooperation. JHJ.61

2. August 1995Intervention With TDCJ to Have Webb Moved

On August 11,1995 Charles Pearce sent a letter to Webb, saying that Pearce had delivered a

letter to Jackson in which Webb voiced a complaint about being moved from the Eastham Unit

to the V/ynne Unit and wanted Jackson's help:

I have taken your letter directly to John Jackson, and he [illegible] of his in TDC,
requesting he look into your situation.62

5e Appendix 12 (October 21, 1992letter from Jackson to TDCJ Classification).
60 Appendix 13 (Novemb er 20, 1992letter from Jackson to TDCJ Classification)
u' Id.
ó2 Appendix 13 at 11 (August I l, 1995 letter from Pearce to Webb). Appendix 13 contains a series of
letters from Pearce to Webb that Webb recently provided to the Petitioners.
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An August 30, 1995 letter from Pearce reflects that Jackson had contacted TDCJ and arranged

for'Webb to be moved back to his preferred Unit:

... I am glad to hear you are safe and sound back in Eastham. . . . Jackson's friend
at T.D.C. did a good job and kept pushing til he got [illegible]. I should tell John
of your appreciation. By the time your fillegible] John may well be district judge
in which case his word will camy more weight. 63

3. November 27, 1995 Letter to TDCJ Responding to \ilebb's Threat to
Recant

A November 27, 1995 letter from Jackson to Chief Eddie McElyea, a TDCJ internal

investigator, not only asks for an investigation of complaints by V/ebb that guards were

pressuring him to recant his Willingham testimony, but confirms that Jackson had been

advocating for Webb repeatedly and previously on other matters.:

Dear Eddie,
I hate to keep bothering you with Johnny'Webb problems, however I received a
letter from him alleging that a correctional officer by the name of Chaney has
suggested that he recant his testimony in the Willingham capital murder case. As
you are aware, 'Webb is not exactly a model cilizen, but I would be very
concerned if TDC personnel is leaning on him to change his story.

I would very much appreciate your assessment of the situation, particularly with
regard to whether there is any real danger.6a

Correspondence from Pearce to Webb dated from December 27,1995 confirms that McElyea

had, in fact, personally met \¡/ith Webb at Jackson's request and that Jackson had been in contact

with officials regarding Webb's parole:

I'm glad Mr. McElyea came to see you. He is about the only clout we have inside
T.D.C.-I will stop and see John Jackson again this morning. Maybe he has
heard something from Parole.65

u' Id. at l4 (August 30, 1gg5 Letter from Pearce to Webb).
6a Appendix I 5 (Novernb er 21, 1995letter from Jackson to TDJC)
6s Appendix 14 aI 17 (December 27, 1995 letter frorn Pearce to V/ebb)
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Webb's allegation (detailed in Jackson's letter to McElyea) that he was being pressured by a

prison guard to recant formed the basis of a federal lawsuit filed in the Northern District

December 1,995, aproceeding that Jackson later sought to keep quiet.66

4. 1995-1996: Jackson's Requests for Early Parole

Ry late 1995, Webb had served more time than expected had he been convicted of only

second degree robbery under the parole laws existi ng in 1992.6t This time period kicks off what

can best be described as a full court press by Jackson to secure V/ebb's early release from prison.

Jackson's efforts to assist 'Webb were no doubt motivated by Webb's threats to recant his

testimony referenced in the McElyea lelter and pro se federal and state court filings by 'Webb. In

the pro se motion filed in Navarro County District Court in May of 1996 'Webb asked to be

transferred from TDCJ to either federal custody or the Navarro County Jail.68 In this motion,

Webb made the remarkable admission that he had, contrary to his sworn testimony, been offered

promises in exchange for testifying against Willingham:

The court possesses jurisdiction to issue a protective order for my protection
because I freely gave testimony in the capital murder trial of Mr. 'Willingham,
without fear of retaliation, harassment or threats from others. It is like entering
into a contractual agreement . . . . Here the state offired me certain benefits in
exchange fo, *y testimony, which resulted in sending a mqn to death row. This
resulted in a murder contract being placed on my head. Because I kept my end of
the promise, the state is bound to uphold theirs' until my release from
incarceration.6e lEmphasis added.)

In correspondence with Webb during the same time period, Charles Pearce provided updates on

Jackson's work in getting V/ebb released. On January 6,7996, Pearce wrote:

uu 
Wubb v. Chaney, e/. a/. (No. 9:95-cv-451 (N.D. Tex.)).

61 See Appendix 3.
ó8 Appendix 15 (Motion for Protective Order, State v. llebb, No. 24490 (May I 7, 1995))
u' Id.
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Jackson has heard from parole [illegible] is working from his end. Obviously,
there are no guarantees, but people are working in your behalf.70

Pearce provided Webb with additional details of Jackson's efforts to secure Webb parole in a

letter dated March 27, 1996

Don't feel as though you have been abandoned. I have taken your recent letter to
John Jackson and he has started a special file on your problems. He has talked
with Parole and now is in touch with a couple of State Senators he knows.
Hopefully, John's efforts will produce some results. There are of course no
guarantees. I just want you to know that people are trying to help.Tl

On May 8, 1996, Jackson followed up on a telephone conversation with Board of Pardons

and Paroles Chairman Victor Rodriguez with a detailed letter advocating for Webb's early

parole.72 Jackson recounted the threats Web had reported from both inmates and correctional

officers and ardently concluded: "In my opinion, the only possible solution to this problem is the

release of Webb from TDC."73 In this letter, Jackson claimed, just thirty-seven days before

making an illegal nunc pro tunc reduction of Webb's conviction to Robbery in the Second

Degree "based on co-op in'Willingham," that:

Webb volunteered information and testified in the trial of the murder case without
any agreement from the State respecting diminution of the recommendation in his
o*at 

"ur".7o

In closing the letter, Jackson again repeated:

Webb's cooperation in the murder prosecution without expectation of leniency should be
accorded some consideration.Ts

Despite Jackson's year-long lobby campaign, Webb was denied parole.

70 Appendix 13 at 19(January 6, 1996Le1ter from Pearce to V/eb).

" Id. at 22 (March 2l , 1996letter from Pearce to V/ebb).
72 Appendix 17 (Letter from John Jackson to the Victor Rodriguez, dated May 8, 1996)

" Id.

'o Id.

" Id.
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5. December 1996 Clemency Application

With efforls to get V/ebb paroled failing, Jackson took the extraordinary step of filing a

clemency application on Webb's behalf, asking that'Webb's fifteen-year sentence be commuted

as excessive. Correspondence from Pearce to 'Webb indicated that, by June of 1996, Jackson was

working this alternative to the parole process:

Tomorrow, I will try and see John Jackson again. In addition to all else, he is
trying to work some angles with the D.A., the Sherifi and the District Judge.

Believe me, a lot of people are trying to help you. 76

Pearce updated Webb the following month on difhculties Jackson was having in

marshaling support behind Webb's cause:

... you are not forgotten. John Jackson is still working to get your release. To be

sure it is a snarled up situation, with no quick fix, but people are trying. It would
help if there were some believable guarantee that you wouldn't mess up again. I
mean the drug thing-Those willing to help don't want to look bad if on release
you go down again.11

Documents in the Navar¡o County District Attorney's file reflect that, by late fall, Jackson

researched the procedures for requesting a commutation.Ts He obtained letters from the victim

and the trial officials (referenced in Pearce's correspondence over the summer) which endorsed

the commutation by claiming that they now believed 'Webb's agreed-to 15 year sentence was

excessive".Te However, in a telling letter from Jackson to a TDCJ Warden regarding Webb's

expected release, Jackson candidly revealed the true reason for the commutation effort:

fwebb] is apparently about to be released, based on executive clemency in
connection wíth a cupital murcler case.ro

76 Appendix 14 at21(June 15, 1996 letter from Pearce to Webb).
77 Appendix 14 aT30 (July 10, 1996 letter from Pearce to Webb).
78 On November 19, 1996, a staff attorney at the State Counsel for Offenders sent a packet of materials to
Jackson enclosing "what we send offenders when they ask about obtaining a time cut." Appendix 18.
7e Appendix 19 (Documents submitted to Board of Pardons and Paroles supporting Webb cornmutation).
80 Appendix 20 (June 13,lggi Letter from Jackson to Warden David Doughty) (emphasis added).
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During this time, Jackson also wrote to Webb directly on his personal letterhead assuring V/ebb

of Jackson's efforts in obtaining Webb's freedom:

. . . .As you are aware, I have written extensively to the Board of Pardons and
Paroles seeking special review and out-of-sequence consideration.

tr<**

I want you to understand that your assistance to Navarro County has not been
forgotten; and that any reasonable means available to me to shorten your
incarceration will be explored. I would ask you to keep a lower profile with your
adversarial proceedings with the prison system. . . .

As you know, it is very easy for me to preach patience to you, and very difficult
for you to accept. At the same time, I would ask that you not take actions which
jeopardize the efforts of those working in your behalf.8l

The Board of Pardons and Paroles in fact recommended a commutation on May 22, 1997. By

then, Jackson had alreacly taken aclvantage of his new position as a clistrict juclge and hacl V/ebb

transferred to the Navarro County Jail to complete his sentence.s2 As evidence of his close

collaboration with Webb, Jackson even intervened with prison staff to ensure that Webb's

personal property was kept safe and retumed to him.83 However, Governor George W. Bush

denied clemency and Webb remained in the Navarro County Jail until he was paroled in 1998.

6. Jackson Assisted Webb Again When Webb's Parole Was Revoked and
He Was Convicted on Narcotics Charges in 2000.

Webb did not stay out of prison for long. V/ithin months of his release, Webb was twice

arrested on narcotics charges, and he pled guilty in exchange for a 2-year sentence. When Webb

returned to prison, Jackson again pledged assistance in correspondence with Webb:

Please understand that as a prosecutor, I very much appreciate your
assistance on a very important case. We worked for a long time on a number of
different levels, including the Govemor's Office to get you released early in the
robbery case and it was disappointing to us that you returned to prison after only a

8r Appendix 21 (Septemb er 22, 1996 Letter from Jackson to Webb).
82 Appendix 22 (Recornmendation for commutation); Appendix 23 January 16,lgg7 Bench V/arrant).
83 Appendix 20 (June 13, tgg7 Letter from Jackson to Warden David Doughty).
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short time outside. Please understand that I am not indifferent or insensitive to
your difhculties. From my standpoint, it seems there is no good option. As you
know, GenPop, AdSeg, and Safekeeping all have their respective drawbacks.
Some of the same problems will exist even if I bring you back on a bench warant
to Navarro County. As I remember, the last time you came back on a warrant,
things were less than positive.

Please write me directly and let me know what you believe is the most
positive option. I am not completely convinced that service of a long stretch
awaiting palole in Navaruo County is the optimum solution and may in fact
prolong your release date. The prison and parole system remains a mystery to me,
even after all these years. Certainly, I do not want to take any action which will
have the effect of creating additional problems for you.8a

Two weeks later, Jackson responded to another letter by Webb indicating his close collaboration

in assisting Webb

I received your letter today and your suggestions seem appropriate. I will hold off
any action until I hear from you in September. Let me know if I need to
correspond with anyone in the prison system regarding your requests. If you
think my intervention might lend support to a transfer, etc. I will be happy to
write.ss

Jackson then signed a bench warrant transferring Webb to the Navarro County Jail on October

19,2000.86 As before, Webb served his remaining time in the Navamo County Jail until he was

again paroled.

D. Jackson Used His Wealthy Friend and Supporter Charles Pearce to Provide
Webb \ryith Financial BenefTts and as a Means of Secret Communication

Jackson's direct intervention on Webb's behalf represents only a fraction of the benefits

conferred on V/ebb as consideration for his testimony. Jackson also employed the help of

Charles Pearce, a wealthy supporter of Jackson, Navarro County law enforcement, and someone

was well known for helping offenders in need. Although there is no evidence that Pearce

understood Webb to have given false testimony or knew that the promises made by Jackson to

8a Appendix 24 (August 1, 2000 Letter from Jackson to Webb).
85 Appendix 25 (August 15, 2000 Letter from Jackson to Webb)
86 Appendix 26 (October 19, 2000 Bench Warrant).
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Webb were improper, Pearce provided substantial monetary benefits to Webb. As soon as

Webb entered TDCJ, Pearce bean making regular payments to Webb's inmate trust account.8T

During Webb's prison time on the 1992 Aggravated Robbery case, Pearce deposited over $3000

in 'Webb's TDCJ inmate trust account in regular installments. Webb was also provided with

numerous magazine subscriptions.8s While there is no formal transactional record linking Pearce

and a vehicle Webb was rumored to have been provided upon his release from prison in 1998,

documents clearly indicate that V/ebb purchased a truck valued at $10,000 at the time he left

prison,se and Webb recently confirmed that the truck was paid for by Pearce at Jackson's

behest.eo

Soon after his release from prison, Webb enrolled in an expensive program at the Oceans

Corp. Diving School. Although the Oceans Corp. did not retain records indicating who paid the

tuition, Webb claims that Pearce paid the tuition.el This claim is corroborated by

contemporaneous Harris County records from a 1999 narcotics charge in which V/ebb listed

Charles Pearce as his only source of income. Webb wrote on a questionnaire relating to bond

that Pearce provided him $1000 per month.e2 Despite the absence of any independent means,

Webb posted bond and privately retained former Assistant United States Attorney Joe Pofto to

represent him. Porlo negotiated a plea deal of two years despite the fact that V/ebb was facing

two felony drug charges and had a lengthy felony record.e3 Webb recently acknowledged that

Pearce paid for all of his expenses during this time. See infra Part II(F). After V/ebb's next

and summary chart).
gazine subscription s).

e of Truck); 30 (Haris County Criminal Records).

eÌ 
See Appendix 4 at 54-55; Appendix 3l (Oceans Corp. Records).

e2 Appendix 30 at 9 (records from \Webb's Harris Courity narcotics convictions).
ot Id.
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prison stint, documents indicate that Pearce again paid for some of Webb's tuition at Navarro

College in Corsicana.ea

Most importantly, Pearce's collaboration with Jackson as Pearce provided financial

assistance to Webb is well documented. Webb has turned over to Petitioners a number of letters

he received from Pearce and Jackson that discuss Jackson's efforls to assist Webb in obtaining

an early release. A September 22, 1996 letter from Jackson to Webb begins with Jackson

confirming his ongoing communication with Pearce:

Mr. Pearce has kept me up to date on your various problems and has shared

various correspondèn..r with me regarding your eligibility for parole, etc.es

A later letter sent by Jackson to Webb in 2000 after V/ebb's return to prison shows the continued

collaboration:

I hope this letter finds you well and in good spirits despite your present
circumstances. Mr. Pearce and I visit on a regular basis concerning your
problems. e6

Pearce's correspondence with Webb likewise shows his close collaboration with Jackson. In the

small selection of letters provided to Petitioners by Webb covering only 1995-1996, Pearce

makes 10 separate references to discussions with Jackson.eT

Pearce's role as a handler of Webb for Jackson is also made clear after Webb apparently

threatened in a letter to Pearce that he would go to the press regarding his role in the Willingham

case and problems he was having in prison. Pearce quickly delivered a message from Jackson,

advising against going public:

And now about going public with your complaints; I advise against it..
..Assuming the media would listen to you, it would affect not only you but it

ea Appendix 32 ('Webb's Navarro College Records).
e5 Append ix 21 (Septernb er 22, 1996letter from Jackson to Webb)
e6 Appendix 32 ar2-3 (Webb's Navarro College Records).
o' 

See gereratty Appendix l4 (Pearce correspondence with Webb)
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would reopen and rehash the whole 'Willingham case. That would not gain you
any friends and would, in fact, keep John from doing an.ylhue for you.
I have shown your letter to John and he says he will write to you directly about
your prospects for parole. Read his letter carefully before doing anything
radical.e8(emphasis in the original)

In yet another letter, Pearce again assured Webb of Jackson's commitment to assisting Webb,

warning him that certain aspects of that assistance and the Webb-Jackson relationship have to be

kept secret:

John says he has written you. I would point out to you that there are some things
that can and some that cannot be discussed in a letter. You will have to go along
with this and I can assure you that there arc people working in your behalf.
That's all I can say at this time.ee (Emphasis in original).

E. Documentary Evidence of Jackson's Misrepresentations to Cover Up His
Misconduct

From the beginning of the V/illingham prosecution, through the execution, and

continuing to this day, there is powerful documentary evidence supporting Petitioners' claim that

Jackson has engaged in an ongoing series of misrepresentations to cover up the incentives and

benefits promised and provided to Webb.

1. Failure to Disclose Deals and Promises Made to \ilebb at Pre-Trial
Proceedings In Response to Defense Motions

At a July 24, 1992 pretrial hearing on defense motions for disclosure of exculpatory and

impeachment evidence, Jackson agreed that he had a duty to turn over all favorable information

to the detênse and inf'ormed the trial court and defense counsel that he did not know of any

information that was not already disclosed. The defense filed a motion for disclosure of all

evidence that would affect the credibility of the State's witnesses - exculpatory impeachment

e8 Appendix 14 aI36 (Septenrber 13,1996letter from Pearce to Webb)
ee Appendix 14 at 39 (Letter dated Septe ml'ter 26,1 996).
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material, which was granted by the Courl. 100 Jackson expressly informed the State and defense,

"We'll disclose, if we know about it. . . . If we - if we have any knowledge of it that reasonably

comes into our possession, we'll disclose it."lOl There can be no question that any kind of

promise or suggestion from Jackson that he would reduce the degree of robbery in Webb's

judgment of conviction in return for co-operation, or any promises to protect Webb in prison,

should have been disclosed at this time. See Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972)

(requiring disclosure of promises made to State's witnesses). If there had been an understanding

at the time of 'Webb's plea that it was really supposed to be to Robbery in the Second Degree, as

Jackson later told the TDCJ and the parole board on July 15, 1996 when he obtained the nunc

pro tunc reduction, that arrangement should have been disclosed before trial or Jackson should

have corrected the record when Webb testified to pleading to Robbery in the First Degree.

Needless to say, any understanding with Webb's defense counsel there would be a reduction to

Second Degree Robbery "based on coop in Willingham,"102 as reflected on the District

Attomey's own f,rle in the Webb case, should have been disclosed before the Willingham trial.

Instead, Jackson hid his deal with Webb from the court, defense counsel, and the jury to bolster

'Webb's credibility in a capital case.

2. Post Conviction Misrepresentations

After 'Willingham's conviction, there is documentary evidence already reviewed here

evincing deliberate efforts by Jackson to hide an agreement to reduce Webb's conviction and the

benefits conferred upon Webb including:

r00 TT Vol. 2 at l0-11. An excerpt of the transcript reflecting the court's orders is attached as Appendix
JJ
,r1 Id.
r02 Appendix 9 (Handwritten note)
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a

a

a

a

O

o

The October 72,1992 nofe instructing clerks "per John Jackson" to tell TDC that Vy'ebb's
conviction was really a Robbery in the Second Degree;

The September 23, 1996 letter from Pearce to Webb communicating that V/ebb should
not make public statements about the Willingham case and communicating that the
Jackson's assistance to Webb was contingent on his silence;

The September 26, 1996 letter from Pearce to V/ebb saying that Jackson had written to
Webb about Jackson's efforts on Webb's behalf and "that there are some things that can
and some that cannot be discussed in a letter." This was written just after Jackson moved
for the illegat nunc pro tunc reduction on July l5th and just beþre Jackson made a
clemency application on behalf of Webb.

Jackson's use of personal stationary in communicating with Webb regarding the benefits
conferred to him to avoid making a public record;

Jackson's keeping, according to a letter from Pearce to Webb, a "special" file for Webb's
letters;

Jackson's diversion of Webb's "Motion to Recant Testimony" from the district court file;
and

. Jackson's false statements about the nunc pro tunc reduction to the Board of Pardons and
Paroles in support of Webb's early release.

However, two extremely troubling documents in Jackson's post-conviction cover up require

closer attention- Jackson's handling of a 2000 "Motion to Recant Testimony" filed by Webb

and a February 5,2004letter Jackson sent to the Governor and Board of Pardons and Parole on

the eve of Willingham's execution.

a) Jacksolr Irrtproperly Diverled 'Wcbb's 2000 Recantation From the
Willingham Court File

On March 30, 2000, Johnny Webb submitted an ofhcial "Motion to Recant Testimony."

In this handwritten pleading served on the Navarro County District Attorney's Offrce, Webb

stated as follows:

I come now to said court and respectfully request that testimony given in
the Willingham capital murder case by Mr. Johnny E. V/ebb, be made null and
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void. I Johnny E. Webb wish to withdraw and recant all testimony given in said
trial.

I am given no other choice by to make this motion to recant testimony at

this time. I was forced [sic] to testify against Willingham by the D.A.s [sic] office
and other officials. I was made to lie. Willingham is innocent of all charges.
Submit this Motion to Recant to the Courl for the soonest possible
consideration.lo3

A notation on the document indicates that the Motion to Recant in Mr. Willingham's case was

not lrled with the district clerk, but instead "Gave to Dist. Judge Jackson 4-3-00." Staff at the

Navarro County District Clerk noted that the initials "PCB" next to this notation correspond with

the initials of the elected district attorney at the time Pat C. Batchelor. Neither the District

Attorney's Office nor Judge Jackson took any action on the motion, nor did they disclose the

letter to Willingham's writ attorney.l0a

Jackson has argued in various documents that Webb's motion was not a genuine

recantation, but instead the product of coercion by prison gangs. Even if this is true, Vy'ebb's

purported motivation does not justify diverting and secreting a pleading intended to be filed with

the district clerk. As a sitting judge who had previously been the lead prosecutor in a capital

case, Jackson had a clear duty to make sure all motions regarding the case were filed with the

court as directed. To the extent that Jackson or the District Attorney's Office questioned

Webb's veracity in recanting or the voluntariness of the motion, the proper course would be to

respond to the motion and present evidence supporting its invalidity. Instead, Jackson and the

District Attorney simply buried Webb's recantation in the district attorney's hle, never

disclosing it to the defense. The recantation never came to light until years after Willingham's

execution.

ì03 Appendix 34 (Motion to Recant Testimony).
r0a Appendix 315(Affidavit of Walter Reaves).
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b) The February 5, 2004 Letter Denying Misconduct and Advocating
Execution

On January 26,2004 Willingham's lawyer Walter M. "Skip" Reaves filed a Petition for a

Ninety-Day Reprieve or stay of execution:

The most significant freason to grant a reprieve] is to allow petitioner to develop
evidence of his actual innocence, or at a minimum evidence of prosecutorial
misconduct. On[e] [of] the most signifìcant pieces of evidence against petitioner
came from a jailhouse informant, Johnny V/ebb. Petitioner has reason to believe
that Vy'ebb's testimony was false, and was the product of prosecutorial
misconduct. Petitioner also has reason to believe that upon being released from
prison Webb was provided with a car. Petitioner has been unable to develop this
information earlier because of a limitation on funds. Additionally, Webb has only
recently been open to talking about [what] really happened.r0s

On February 5,2004 Jackson submitted a letter to the Governor and the BPP responding to the

claim of prosecutorial misconduct and advocating for Willingham's execution.l06 This letter was

not served on the defense, and Bill Price the line assistant district attorney from Navarro County

handling contemporaneous applications in court seeking to stay the execution, including the

execution eve pleading containing the Hurst report, was not aware of Jackson's response.l0T

At this point in time, Jackson had been the elected Judge of the 13'l' District Court in

Navarro County for over hve years. Although it is customary for the BPP to solicit comment on

clemency applications from the trial offrcials, Jackson was no longer with the prosecutor's offìce

and had recused himself from setting Willingham's execution date or any further proceedings in

the case. Regarclless, he submitted a cletailecl, point-by-point response to the allegation in

Willingham's clemency application that Webb's testimony was the result of prosecutorial

misconduct. This letter contained gross misrepresentations regarding essentially every aspect of

Jackson and Webb's relationship and Webb's role in the case. It further discussed a

r0t Appendix 36 (Application/Petition for a Ninety-Day Reprieve From the Execution of His Deatlr
Sentence and for Commutation of Sentence to lmprisonment for Life).
r06 Appendix 37 (February 5,2004 Letter from Jackson to BPP and Governor).
r07 Appendix 45 (Affidavit of Robert Hinton).
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"recantation" by Webb but doesn't specifically mention that the recantation was made in the

form of a motion diverted from the Willingham court file and never disclosed to defense counsel

or any of the state and federal judges considering 'Willingham's claims.

Jackson begins his letter by denying that he had "coached" 'Webb or provided him with

any incentives:

The application alleges that the testimony of V/ebb, a prosecution witness, was
false, the same being a product of "coaching" by the State's counsel. . . . I did not
offer V/ebb any consideration for his cooperation and he was later sentenced to 15

years in the robbery case. Based on the circumstances of the Webb robbery (he
threatened an acquaintance with a stick if she refused to give him her purse) the
sentence seems entirely adequate. 108

Jackson then addresses the allegation that Webb was provided a car in exchange for his

testimony by distancing himself and the case from any benefits Webb may have received from a

philanthropist who provided help to convicts seeking rehabilitation:

The application also suggests that Webb was provided with a car after his release
from prison, presumably as a pay off for his testimony. I am aware that Webb
was acquainted with a Corsicana businessman and philanthropist by the name of
Charles Pearce who provided the means by which a number of convicts to seek
rehabilitation including vocational training and counseling. Any benefit Webb
may have obtained from Pearce at a time remote from the Willingham prosecution
had no connection with'Webb's testimony in these proceedings. I can state with
complete assurance that Webb never received a car from anybody as

consideration for cooperation in this 
"ase. 

t0e

Jackson raises the issue of Webb's recantation, even though the defense had never learned of it:

Mr. Webb corresponded with me on several occasions while in prison. The
subject of these letters was invariably a plea for protection after a misguided
documentary film maker allegedly disclosed V/ebb's whereabouts in the system to
Willingham and his relatives.ll0 Webb's letters were specific in describing how
he had been targeted for death and/or serious injury by the Aryan Brotherhood, to
whom V/illingham had described Webb as a "snitch." V/ebb also disclosed that
he had been forced to make a "recantation" of his testimony. Webb's

Appendix 37
Id.
Id.

t08

t09

I t0
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conespondence to me states, "I did NOT write this (recantation) willingly nor did
I ever lie at the Willingham trial.

The documentary record in this case contradicts all major points in Jackson's letter.

i. "I did not offer Webb any consideration for his cooperation . . ."

As already described at length in this petition, there is extensive documentary evidence

showing that Jackson attempted to reduce Webb's conviction and accelerate his eligibility for

early parole release in an October 72, 7992 note to Navarro County clerks, and then illegally

obtained the nunc pro tunc reduction on July 15, 1996, which included a notation in the District

Attorney's file that the action was being taken based on co-operation in the Willingham case.

Most signif,rcantly, Jackson did not mention the nunc pro tunc reduction at all because, it is now

clear, Navarro County prosecutors handling the V/illingham case didn't know about it and would

have disclosed it if they had known."'Nor did Jackson mention his extensive interventions with

prison officials requesting Webb's early release and that V/ebb receive special treatment and

protection while incarcerated as well as Jackson's specific concern that this be done to assure

Webb's "continued co-operatio n."t t2

"Based on the circumstances of the Webb robbery (he threatened
to hit an acquaintance with a stick if she refused to give him her
purse) the sentence seems entirely adequate.t'

Jackson's recitation of the facts of V/ebb's crime obviously conflicts with the Stipulation

of Evidence in the original judgment and Webb's testimony that both expressly confirm that

Webb was arrested, charged, and convicted for threatening his victim with a knife-not a stick.

The substitution of a stick for a knife does not appear to be inadvertent and is consistent with

Jackson developing a cover story to defend the nunc pro tunc reduction if it were discovered by

rrr Appendix 45 (Affidavit of Robert Hinton)
l12 Appendix 13 (Novemb er 20, 1992letter from Jackson to TDJC).
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the line district attorney handling the case, the defense, the Board, or the courts. Jackson's

statement regarding the adequacy of Webb's 15-year sentence also contradicts his earlier request

for a commutation of Webb's sentence as "excessive."

iii. "I am a\ryare that Webb was acquainted with a Corsicana
businessman and philanthropist by the name of Charles Pearce
who provided the means by which a number of convicts seek
rehabilitation including vocational training and counseling.
Any benefit Webb may have obtained from Pearce at a time
remote from the Willingham prosecution had no connection
with Webb's testimony in these proceedings."

Just as Jackson's July 15, 1996letter to the Parole Board made it seem as though it had

just come to his attention that Webb was serving time on a Robbery in the First Degree charge

rather than a Robbery in the Second Degree, this letter is utterly disingenuous about the

relationship between Pearce, V/ebb, and Jackson. Any reading of Pearce and Jackson's

correspondence with 'Webb shows a close collaboration between Jackson and Pearce and

recognition that assistance provided to Webb was both in recognition of Webb's testimony as

well as contingent on Webb staying silent about the Willingham case.ll3 Jackson's letter conveys

the impression that Pearce was merely "acquainted" with Webb and related to him strictly as a

philanthropist trying to help rehabilitate a convict, not a friend of Jackson that was helping

manage the Webb-Jackson relationship. The statement that "[a]ny beneht Webb may have

obtained from Pearce" would have been "at a time remote from the Willingham prosecution" is

directly contradicted by numerous documents showing that Pearce began making payments to

Webb as soon as 
'Webb 

was received in TDCJ after his testimony.

iv. Misleading Discussion of the \ilebb Recantation

t" 
Suu generally Appendix 14.
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Jackson makes a vague reference to a "recantation" that he explains away by describing

correspondence from Webb to Jackson that Webb had been forced to write the recantation upon

threat of death by the Aryan Brotherhood prison gang. Jackson implies that he heard about this

threat through the "several occasions" in which V/ebb corresponded with Jackson "after a

misguided documentary film maker allegedly disclosed Webb's whereabouts" to the prison

gang.tt4 However, Jackson fails to disclose that he was in close communication with Webb

throughout his entire prison stay, and that Webb's threats to recant were not new. In fact, Webb

had made a similar allegation nine years earlier (long before in involvement of author Elizabeth

Gilbert) that a prison guard was coercing Webb to recant. Jackson also omits the fact that Webb

expressly requested that his Motion to Recant Testimony be hled with the Court, but was instead

diverted by the DA and Jackson.

3. PostExecution Misrepresentations

a) Misrepresentations in Jackson's October 2010 Affidavit

Jackson's efforts to conceal his misconduct did not end with Willingham's execution

either. On October 4,2010, Jackson signed a sworn affidavit that was prepared for the purpose

of the State's and Navarro County's intervention and opposition to a Court of Inquiry initiated by

Petitioners here to clear Todd Willingham's name.lls In that affrdavit, Jackson swears that

"Wehb was offerecl no recluction in punishment for his testimony" btrt makes no reference to the

July 15, 1996 nunc pro tunc reduction which, it was apparent from the COI filing, Petitioners'

counsel had not yet discovered.l16 The affidavit also continued to mislead Lowell Thompson,

the current Navarro County prosecutor who attended the 2010 COI proceeding. When V/ebb was

"o It is believed that Jackson refers here to Elizabeth Gilbert, an author who interviewed both V/ebb and
Jackson about the Willingharn case in early 2000.
Il5 Appendix 38 (October 4,2010 Affidavit of Jackson).

"u A copy of the Court of Inquiry Petition will be provided upon request.
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arrested afterthe 2010 COI proceeding on an aggravated assault charge in Corsicana, Thompson

filed the First Degree Robbery conviction as a predicate for additional punishment against

V/ebb;l't Thompson, like line Navarro County prosecutor Bill Price who was opposing

Willingham's execution eve motions, including the filing which contained the Hurst report, was

unaware of the July 15, 1996 nunc pro tunc reduction.lls Petitioners contend, based on the

documentary evidence already reviewed at length, that there was always, as the notation in

District Attomey's own f,rle reflects, an understanding that Webb's conviction would be reduced

in return for co-operation in the 'Willingham case and Jackson was intentionally hiding it from

the District Attorney, the defense, the appellate courts, the BPP, and the Governor because

revealing it would have resulted in vacating Willingham's conviction and exposing Jackson's

misconduct.

In the October 2010 affidavit, Jackson also attempts to explain Webb's handwritten 2000

"Motion to Recant" that Jackson had diverted from the district court file, a document that

Petitioners had discovered and included in their 2010 COI application. He claims that this

recantation was coerced by threats from the Aryan Brotherhood prison gang acting on behalf of

Willingham and a documentary film-maker named Elizabeth Gilbert:

In February of 2000, a Navarro County resident by the name of Charles Pearce,

Jr. came to my chambers in the Courthouse and delivered to me the letter and
enclosing envelope a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. The envelope
and letter was in the handwriting of Johnny Webb which is well known to me
based upon much correspondence which I have received from Webb over the past
15 years. Charles Pearce, Jr. was an individual who assisted a number of criminal
defendants, including Webb in various rehabilitation attempts.

The substance of the letter very clearly sets out Mr. Webb's explanation of hrs

"recantation" of testimony related to the Willingham confession. It explains that a
documentary film-maker by the name of Liz Gilbert interviewed both Webb and

Willingham with a view towards assisting Willingham. Webb's letter explains

rrt Appendix 44 (Sworn Aggravated Assault Complaint)
rr8 Appendix 45 (Affidavit of Robert Hinton).
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that Gilbert advised Willingham of Webb's whereabouts in the Institutional
Division of TDCJ and that another death row inmate communicated this
information to his brother in the same unit as Webb. V/ebb relates in this
conespondence that his is being forced, under threat of death to make a false
recantation of his testimony. The correspondence implies that such threats
originate from "48," or Aryan Brotherhood.lle

Jackson attached a letter from Webb to Pearce dated February 72, 2000 in which Webb

describes meeting with Gilbert and purported threats that'Webb recant his testimony.t'o But

again, even if Webb's recantation was coerced or otherwise insincere, it does not excuse

Jackson's actions in diverting the recantation from the court file.l2l

lre Appendix 38 (2010 Affidavit of John H. Jackson)
r20 Appendix 39 (February 12,2000 Letter from \üebb to Pearce attached to Jackson Affidavit).
r2r In his letter to Pearce, Webb expressed anger at Gilbert for allegedly exposing him to threats by the
Aryan Botherhood. This is contradicted by 'ù/ebb's subsequent correspondence to Gilbert. On September
28,2001, Webb wrote to Gilbert (misaddressing her as Mrs. Houston-the city where she resides) in a
somewhat irate tone, but does not mention any threats resulting from lrer visit or comlnunication with
V/illingham. Rather, his letter is primarily a request for copies of photographs taken of him and the
prison and an implied request for money. See Appendix 40 at 1-2 (Webb correspondence to Gilbert).

A second letter sent to Gilbeft in December 2001 takes a friendly, conversational tone and

likewise makes no mention of threats resulting from Gilbert's communication with Willingham. See id.
at 3-4. A third letter sent by Webb to Gilberl in March 2002 is the first mention of any threats regarding
\ùy'ebb's testimony, and, remarkably, expresses Webb's frustration that the District Attorney has not
fulfilled its promise to protect him in prison-a promise he denied receiving under oath at Vy'illingham's
trial:

See,I have had many, many problems here in T.D.C. because of my testimony in the V/illingham
case. The good thing about it is its all well documented in letters to the District Judge and to my
close friend Mr. Pearce. Plus to another D.A. in a different county. So I think that most of the
content is already there. The other good thing is I'm the only one who can get these letters.

My point is. T.D.C. doesn't care about people. Once your here, the District Court has no
jurisdiction here in T.D.C. The District Couft can only request help. The general public just
doesn't know the real story about people in my situation. We are encouraged to testifli and told
that we'll be protected. But the reality of it is totally different from what yoLrr told! I just what
people out there to know "If you tell, your putting your head in the Lions mouth." There is very
little justice in the Texas Justice system.

Id. aI6 (March 2002 Let|er from Webb to Gilbert). Nowhere in any correspondence with Gilbert does
Webb rnention his allegation made to Pearce that Gilbert placed Webb's life in danger.
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b) Post Execution Misrepresentations to the Public through the Media

The evidence also supports the conclusion that Jackson's efforts to hide his misconduct

continue to the present day. In response to clemency filings by Willingham's family in

September 2013, Jackson asserted that he made no promises to V/ebb.l22 Jackson was

confronted with the handwritten note from the Navano County District Attorney's hle reflecting

a reduction in Webb's charge "based on coop. in Willingham" in a subsequent interview reported

by the Associated Press on February 28,2014. Jackson again repeated his claim that there were

no promises made to V/ebb:

Jackson . . has maintained that Webb did not receive leniency. He told The
Associated Press on Friday that he had not seen the note, but believed it was
likely referring to efforts he made to get Webb out of prison after Willingham's
trial due to threats on Webb's safety.

"The f,rle may certainly reflect that we tried to get sentencing shortened, but it had
nothing to do with any agreement relative to the Willingham trial," Jackson

.r123
sato.

Aside from his denial regarding the incentives provided to Webb, Jackson's statement that he

had not seen the note was likewise untrue. A copy of this note was sent to Jackson by e-mail

from Innocence Project Attorney Bryce Benjet two weeks before the nev/s story was

published.l2a Jackson was specifically asked about the handwritten note that he later claimed

never to have seen:

'We would value the opportunity to speak with you about the case and these

documents, and in particular, the handwritten note on page 4 of the pdf and the
typewritten note on page 1 1.

r22 Brandi Grissom, Ciring New Evidence, Urging a Posthuntous Pardon in 1992 Case, N.Y. Tirnes, Sept.

26, 2073, at y'.19 1310912'7lusl

pardon-in-1 992-case.html) (Attached as Appendix 4I).
'" Group Says New Evidence In Texas Arson-Murder Case, Associated Press, Feb. 28,2014
r2a Appendix 43 (Email exchange between Benjet and Jackson).
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And there is no question that Jackson received this e-mail because he responded with an offer to

speak about these documents conditioned on a full waiver of liability:

Mr. Benjet: Based on your response, it would appear that you and the
Willingham family are prepared to waive any possible or anticipated civil claims
against the State of Texas, other gov't entities, and anyone else in connection with
this case. Please confirm and I may be able to provide responses to written
questions. JJl2s

This e-mail exchange, which predated the Associated Press interview, flatly contradicts

Jackson's feigned ignorance of the allegations and evidence in the clemency proceeding.

Petitioners contend Jackson's motive for making these misrepresentations in the press is a

continuing effort to conceal his misconduct relating to Webb.

F. 'Webb's Recent Statements Confirm Jackson's Also Support the Conclusion that
Jackson Acted Improperly

Webb, through his court appointed attorney, recently reached out to Dallas Attorney Bob

Hinton and the Innocence Project after reading about Willingham's posthumous pardon request

in the newspaper. Over the course of two tape-recorded interviews, Webb describes how he was

recruited to testify falsely against Willingham and was promised and provided protection in

prison and an early release.

In early March 2014, Webb's court appointed attorney, Daniel Biltz, contacted Bob

Hinton-an experienced and respected Dallas criminal attorney who has been assisting the

Innocence Project in investigating the Willingham case. Biltz informed Hinton that Webb had

(1) admitted that his testimony in the 'Willingham case was false, (2) that he was promised and

received money and favorable treatment on his criminal case in exchange for providing the false

testimony, and (3) that he wished to set the record straight. On March 72,2074, 'Webb and his

'tt Id,
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attorney Biltz met with Bob Hinton and a private investigator Kenny Johnson and discussed

these matters in a detailed and tape recorded interview.

In that interview Webb explained how Navarro County Sheriff Les Cotton noticed that

Webb had spoken to Willingham aT the jail and asked him to testify against Willingham:

Tell us more about how the conversation developed, that first conversation
between you and Sheriff Cotton.

Webb: It just - you know, he said, well, if you can find out anything, it'd
probably be beneficial for you. And he said, I know you want to do the
right thing. That's the one thing they kept saying over and over and over
all through this whole thing was you need to do the right thing.126

Webb explained that he met several times with Cotton in which he did not provide any

information, and was then taken to meet with Jackson at Jackson's Office:

Q: And what did John Jackson say?

Webb: He said, well, let's go over what I think needs to happen. He says I've got

this guy Willingham who did this. We know he did it. V/e know he's

guilty. We just can't prove it. He said right now, they're - we're looking
at either giving him 35 and 15 on a plea agreement and this dude getting

away with murder. Are you helping us and him going to prison for the rest

of his life? And that's exactly what he told me.

o Al I right, what did you say in return aL that first meeting with John

Jackson?

Webb: I said, well, what is it going to entail? I mean what is my position? V/hat

am I going to have to do, John? I mean what's going to be my deal? And

he says, well, you know, you can look at it like this. He said you can take

this case to trial - because I had already told him that I didn't do the

robbery. And he says, well, that's neither here nor there. He says that

robbery will disappear. If you help me, that robbery will disappear. And I
said, what do you mean disappear? And he says even if you're convicted

now, I can get it off of you later. And a matter of fact, he did try.

*r<{<

a

r26 Appendix 4 at25
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Q: Did you understand that the help that you were expected to give the

prosecution on Willingham would be that Willingham said something to
you that incriminated him in that fire that killed his children.

Webb: Yes, sir.l27

Webb recounted that he met with Jackson on several occasions to discuss the details of

his testimony

Webb: He wanted me to go over - he wanted me to look at some of those pictures
and he said, look, ifyou look at these pictures right here, you can see the
burn marks on the baby's arm. They're dead. He did that. Look at the
pictures of the inside of the house. He says your story doesn't have to
match exactly. He says I just want you to say he put fires the corners or
put fires wherever. I need you to be able to say that so we can convict him.
Otherwise, we're going to have a murderer running our streets.

Q: All right, wait. You're saying that Mr. Jackson said you're going to need
to say that Willingham told you - -

Webb: That's right.

Q: - - that he put something on the floor in the corners that was flammable
and he ignited it for the purpose of killing his kids?

Webb: It wasn't just anything. It was lighter fluid. You know, like charcoal
lighter fluid.

Q: Charcoal lighter fluid.

Webb: Yep.

Q: Who told you it was charcoal lighter fluid?

Webb: That's what he said. Just say it was charcoal lighter fluid.128

tWebb was very clear in the interview, however, that Willingham never confessed to the

murder, and that Webb's trial testimony was a fabrication;

Okay, okay. And you're saying that Willingham never told you
anything about - -you'll have to say out loud.

Webb: No he didn't

12? Appendix 4 aT34-36
ttt Id. at 4r-42.

a
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Q: Okay.

Webb: Actually, V/hat he told me, was when he came home, everything was fine.
He went to sleep. He woke up, and the house was on fire. That's all he

said.

Okay. Did Willingham ever tell you anything about what he tried to do to
save his children? And I'm not trying to - -

Webb: John Jackson told me that, you know, there was testimony - there was
going to be testimony in the trial, and this is before the trial, that
Willingham went out and put clothes in his car before the f,tre ever

happened. You know, he said that. He said that's going to come out. He
said there's a lot of things that are going to come out, Johnny, that you
don't know about. One of the main things that he had always said - - and

he said it more than once and this is after, after the trial he said this. He
said, you know, you as children you read about bedtime stories about
monsters and he said he pointed at Willingham and said that's the monster
right there. And the whole time he was saying that, I thought, you know,
V/illingham is a monster? Who's really the monster when you make
people do things they don't want to do?...12e

Webb also confirmed the substantial benefits he received from Pearce in exchange for his

cooperation with law enforcement both prior to the Willingham case and in exchange for his

testimony against V/illingham:

a How would John Jackson have known that you knew anything about Chuck
Pearce?

Webb: Well, because I went out to the ranch with him and stuff. See, that's
the thing. John lives in Powell. Well, Chuck o\ilns a ranch out in
Kerens. Well, everybody knows Mr. Pearce. I mean it's like one of the
biggest ranches there. Well, we used to go out on the ranch and
shoot guns with Mr. Pearce and the other kids from (inaudible).
Well, Mr. Pearce, John Jackson and what's the other guy, the
commissioner?

Q: Joe Graves.

Webb: Joe Graves. All of them used to be out there when we was out there.

Everybody knew we knew that guy, and I mean he's a really good guy.

But John Jackson and Mr. Pearce's relationship was more like some
money thing, you know. They would get Pearce to buy things for

a

t2e Id. at 42-43
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people so they could get testimony or whatever they needed and
Chuck Pearce had the money to afford it.

a Okay. And you were aware of that?

Webb: Yeah.

a. All right, okay. So John Jackson mentions the name Chuck Pearce to
you in the second or third conversation you had with John Jackson?

Webb: Right.

a And how was it mentioned to you?

V/ebb: Because I wanted - - I'd said that I wanted to go to diving school and
he said, well, you know, things can be taken care of. And I said, well,
you know, I'm looking at doing all this time. He said, man, I guarantee
you, you will not do that much time. He says I can get you out of
prison. I can get you into diving school, and I'll use Chuck to do it.

Q: Okay. And this was the second or the third conversation that you had
with John Jackson?

'Webb: As a matter of fact, the whole time I was in prison for 15 years, Mr.
Pearce put money on my books every month like clockwork.l30

Over the course of two interviews in March 2014, Webb confirmed essentially all of the

documentary evidence showing Jackson's misconduct and provided additional details regarding

his fabrication of V/illingham's confession and his receipt of thousands of dollars in cash and

other benefits conferred onto Webb by Pearce.

Johnny V/ebb's alarming account-that Jackson intentionally fabricated a false

confession in a death penalty case-should be carefully scrutinized and corroborated by other

evidence. So far, Webb has produced letters and Petitioners have found other documentary

evidence that independently corroborate Webb. But Webb's recent statements are not necessary

to prove Jackson's misconduct in this grievance-the case against Jackson is clearly established

by Jackson's own words and the wealth of other documentary evidence discussed above.

t3o Id. at 39-41
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III. Standard of Review

The issue before the Chief Disciplinary Counsel ("CDC") is whether this grievance, on

its face, alleges professional misconduct such that it should be classified as a complaint and, if

so, whether there is 'Just Cause" to conclude that professional misconduct occurred. S¿e Tex. R.

Disc. Cond. 1.06(U) ("'Just Cause'means such cause as is found to exist upon a reasonable

inquiry that would induce a reasonably intelligent and prudent person to believe that an attorney

either has committed an act or acts of Professional Misconduct requiring that a Sanction be

imposed...."); see also Comm.for Lawyer Disciplinev. Schaefer,364 S.W.3d 831,833 (Tex.

2012) ("CDC investigates complaints to determine whether there is just cause that an attorney

committed professional misconduct.").

IV. There Is Far More Than The
to Conclude That Jackson Violated the Disciplinary Rules

Required "Just Cause"

The extensive factual record presented by petitioners demonstrates that Jackson violated

his professional, ethical, and constitutional obligations with respect to his handling of

prosecution witness Johnny Webb, before, during, and after Willingham's trial. Indeed, the

documentary evidence marshaled here would be sufficient to carry the CDC's burden to oppose

summary judgment in an action against Jackson - and hence there is substantially more than the

required "just cause," at this preliminary stage, to conclude that Jackson committed professional

misconduct. Thus, the CDC should proceed to a full investigation and prosecution of Jackson

for his misconduct in this matter.

As detailed above and further summarized below, there is overwhelming evidence that

Jackson violated a host of Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, including:

o Rule 3.03 - Candor Towards Tribunal;

. Rule 3.04 - Fairness in Adjudicatory Proceedings;
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Rule 3.09 - Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor;

Rule 3. 10 - Advocate in Nonadjudicative Proceedings;

Rule 4.01 - Truthfulness in Statements to Others;

o Rule 8.04 - Misconduct

A. Jackson Engaged In Conduct Reflecting Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit and
Misrepresentation In Violation of Rules 3.04(a),3.10,4.01, and 8.04(a)(3)

Jackson's professional misconduct, as detailed above, violated Rules 3.04(a),3.10, 4.01,

and 8.04(a)(3), because Jackson's conduct constitutes an ongoing scheme to hrst present Webb's

false testimony at Willingham's trial, deliver on the undisclosed promises made to Webb by

making false statements to courts and executive offrcials, and to cover-up the misconduct

relating to Webb. As detailed above, Jackson made numerous, specific, and material

misrepresentation beginning before Willingham's trial and continuing through this year. See

supra Part II.

These misrepresentations are supported by Jackson's own correspondence, notations and

documents in the official files of the Navarro County District Clerk and DA's Office, as well as

many contemporaneous documents from a variety of credible sources. The extraordinary

assistance provided to Webb by Jackson, which started shortly after Willingham's trial, not only

conltrms the falsity of V/ebb's testimony (suborned by Jackson), but also constitutes a separate

incidence of dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation. Specifically, the documents

demonstrate that Jackson improperly obtained a nunc pro tunc judgment reducing V/ebb's

criminal liability in the aggravated robbery case. The original judgment does not appear to have

been a mistake regarding Webb's conviction-Webb testihed that he was convicted of

"aggravated" robbery and he signed documents indicating that was what he would be convicted

a

a

a
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of the same.l3l Indeed, a note dated only two months after the Willingham trial indicates that the

form of the original judgment was "What John Jackson wants it to be."l32

Further, Jackson's efforts to push for a commutation of Webb's sentence also constitutes

dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation because Jackson was not honest with the Board of

Pardons and Paroles about the reason for the commutation request. Jackson told the Board of

Pardons and Paroles the commutation was sought because Webb's sentence was "excessive."

That is contradicted by (a) Jackson's own description of the clemency in a letter to TDCJ as

related to Webb's role in a capital murder trial,l33 (b) Jackson's statements to the Board of

Pardons and Paroles and the Governor that he believed Webb's sentence to be adequate,l34 and

(c) the raft of other documentation indicating a campaign by Jackson to employ "any reasonable

means available" to shorten Webb's incarceration.l3s

The suppression of Webb's Motion to Recant by Jackson and Batchelor (including the

failure to file the motion with the district clerk) and the subsequent reliance on Webb's trial

testimony to facilitate Willingham's execution without disclosing the recantation or the benefits

Webb received for providing that testimony f,rts easily within any reasonable understanding of

dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation.

Numerous other acts constituting dishonest and fraudulent conduct and violating

Jackson's duty of candor are detailed above, including (a) Jackson's efforts to discouraging

Webb from making public statements about the V/illingham case and the falsity of his testimony

and, through Pearce, communicating that the State's assistance to Webb was contingent on his

'3t See supraPart A (2).
r32 Appendix 5.
133 Appendix 20 (June 13, 1gg1 letter from Jackson to TDCJ \ùy'arden David Doughty)
l3a Appendix 37 (February 5,2004letter from Jackson to BPP and Governor)

"t See supra SecTion II(C)
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silence;136 and (b) Jackson's extensive record of communication with Webb regarding the

benehts conferred on Webb by Jackson in Jackson's capacity as a prosecutor, yet the

communications were made through Pearce as an intermediary or written on Jackson's personal

stationery to avoid making a public record subject to disclosure.l3T

Moteover, as detailed in Section II(EX2Xb), infra, Jackson made numerous material

misrepresentations and concealed the truth about his conduct and relationship with Webb on the

eve of 'Willingham's execution. Jackson's ex parte letter to the Governor and the Board of

Pardons and Paroles opposing Willingham's requested reprieve of execution is riddled with

material misstatements, including:

o Jackson's false and misleading statement that "I did not offer V/ebb any consideration for
his cooperation . . . ," which is contrary to the contemporaneorìs clocuments reflecting
precisely that and contrary to Jackson's substantial and personal involvement in
securing substantial benefits for Webb almost immediately after the Willingham trial
and continuing over many years.

oJackson's inconsistent statement that Webb's sentence was "adeqrtate," despite Jackson
having told the TDJC in his request for clemency for Webb that the very same sentence
was "excessive" and should be commuted.

oJackson's false and misleading statement that "Any benefit Webb may have obtained
from Pearce at a time remote from the Willingham prosecution had no connection with
Webb's testimony in these proceedings," despite documents showing the benefits
Webb received from Pearce came very shortly after Webb testified in Willingham, and
the extensive correspondence linking Jackson and Pearce and linking the benefits
Webb was receiving to his assistance in the Willingham case.

oJackson's false and misleading discussion of Webb's recantation motion and Jackson's
failure to explain why he did not put the record in the court file or otherwise disclose it
to Willingham's habeas counsel. 138

r36 Appendix 13 at36; Appendix 20 (Jackson letter dated Septernber 22,1996)
131 Id.
'" .Se¿ supra Partll(Ex2xb).
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Jackson had an overriding duty to conduct himself honestly and refrain from false

statements, but he also had a specihc obligation of candor to a "Tribunal" under Rule 3.03. The

Texas Disciplinary Rules define "Tribunal" broadly to include

any governmental body or ofhcial or any other person engaged in a process of
resolving a particular dispute or controversy. Tribunal includes such institutions
as courts and administrative agencies when engaging in adjudicatory or licensing
activities as defined by applicable law ol rules of practice or procedure, as well as
judges, magistrates, special masters, referees, arbitrators, mediators, hearing
officers and comparable persons empowered to resolve or to recommend a
resolution of a particular matter; but it does not include jurors, prospective jurors,
legislative bodies or their committees, members or staffs, nor does it include other
goveÍrmental bodies when acting in a legislative or rule-making capacity.

Accordingly, Jackson's duty of candor extended beyond the district court to his statements to the

Texas Department of Criminal Justice, the Governor's Office, and the Board of Pardons and

Paroles because those entities were considering evidence and resolving questions regarding

parole and executive clemency.

Even after Willingham's execution, Jackson has continued to violate his professional

obligations by making additional false and misleading statements - including false statements

under oath -- and engaging in dishonest conduct. As detailed in Section II(E)(3)(a) above,

Jackson signed a sworn affrdavit on October 4,2070, in connection with the State's participation

in a court of inquiry initiated by Willingham's family, in which Jackson falsely claimed that

"Webb was offered no reduction in punishment for his testimony."l3e Thereafter, as discussed

in Section II(EX3Xb) above, Jackson made additional false, public statements about the

'Willingham case, including (a) denying he had any deal to provide leniency to Webb for his

testimony; and (b) denying in a public statement to the Associated Press that Jackson had seen

the handwritten note in the court's file reflecting that the reduction in Webb's charge from

aggravated robbery to robbery was based on his cooperation in V/illingham - despite the fact that

ttt Apperrdix 38
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Jackson was sent that very note in an email, to u¡hich Jackson responded, just two weeks

" 140eanler.

B. Jackson Violated Rule 8.04(aX2) - Criminal Acts Reflecting Adversely on
Honesty, Trustworthiness, or Fitness

Jackson's conduct also violated Rule 8.04(a)(2), which provides that a lawyer shall not

"commit a serious crime or commit any other criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer's

honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects." Although much of what was

done by Jackson may fit within the elements of the other criminal offenses in Texas law, the

criminal misconduct of Jackson in suppressing Vy'ebb's Motion to Recant Testimony is most

obvious. See supra Part II(E)(2)(a) Sections 37.09 and37.10 of the Texas Penal Code prevent

tampering with governmental records and tampering with evidence. Section 37.09 of the Penal

Code provides:

A person commits an offense if, knowing that an investigation or official
proceeding is pending or in progress, he:

(1) alters, destroys, or conceals any record, document, or thing with intent to
impair its verity, legibility, or availability as evidence in the investigation or
official proceeding

Likewise under section 37 .10 of the Penal Code:

(a) A person commits an offense if he:

(3) intentionally destroys, conceals, removes, or otherwise impairs the verity,
legibility, or availability of a governmental record;

Webb's Motion to Recant Testimony was both (1) documentary evidence in the ongoing

V/illingham capital murder proceedings as well as (2) a goverrìmental record. The notation on

the corner of V/ebb's Motion to Recant indicating review by Jackson and the absence of this

unusual and uniquely relevant document in the district courl's file is strong evidence that Jackson

rao Appendix 43
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concealed this document with the intent to impair its availability to the defense.lal Even if

Jackson believed that the Motion was invalid, he had a ministerial duty to place the document in

the court file, and Jackson's failure to do so was criminal, see Tex. Penal Code $$ 37 .09;.37 .10.

At the very least, Jackson's conduct was manifestly inconsistent with Jackson's special

obligations as a prosecutor (Rule 3.09), Jackson's duty of candor (Rule 3.03), Jackson's duty to

ensure fairness in adjudicatory proceedings (Rule 3.04).

Jackson's actions in (1) instructing the clerk to misrepresent the judgment in Webb's case

through his October 12, 1992 note and then (2) obtaining the nunc pro tunc reduction in the

charge against Webb also constitutes tampering with a govemmental record under section

37.10(a)(1) of the Penal Code. See supra Part II(B). As Jackson and Webb told the couft and

jury during Willingham's trial, and consistent with Webb's guilty plea, Webb was correctly

convicted of aggravated robbery based on his guilty plea. Thus, Jackson's subsequent efforts to

obfuscate the judgment and later obtain an amendment of the judgment, in exchange for Vy'ebb's

cooperation, constitutes a "false alteration" under this Section 37 .10 of the Texas Penal Code and

violated Texas law on nunc pro tunc judgments.l42

The evidence also strongly suggests that Jackson committed perjury or \ilas party to

perjury both through his presentation of 'Webb's testimony at trial as well as his

totSeeTex. Pen. Code 37.01(a) (1);37.10 (a) (3).
to' All of this conduct also violates Rule 3.04's provisions on fairness in adjudicatory proceedings. Under
Rule 3.04(a), a lawyer shall not:

(a) unlawfully obstruct another pafty's access to evidence; in anticipation of a dispute unlawfully
alter, destroy or conceal a document or other material that a competent lawyer would believe has

potential or actual evidentiary value; or counsel or assist another person to do any such act.

By secreting Webb's Motion to Recant and illegally changing \ilebb's aggravated robbery judgment,
Jackson obstructed V/illingham's access to evidence that could have proven his innocence and stopped his
wrongful execution.
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misrepresentations in his October 2010 afhdavit. In relevant part, the Penal Code defines perjury

as follows:

(a) A person commits an offense ii with intent to deceive and with knowledge of the
statement's meaning:

(l) he makes a false statement under oath or swears to the truth of a false statement
previously made and the statement is required or authorized by law to be made under
oath;

Tex. Penal Code Ann. $ 37.02(a). The Houston Court of Appeals defined the felony charge of

aggravated perjury as follows:

Prince

A person commits aggravated perjury if, with intent to deceive and with
knowledge of the statement's meaning, he or she makes a false statement under
oath in connection with an official proceeding and the false statement is material.
Tex. Pen.Code Ann. $$ 37.02, 37.03,37.04 (Vemon 2003). A statement is
material if it could have affected the course or outcome of the official proceeding.
Id. ç 37 .04(a). Testimony that could have affected the course of the proceeding is
material when such testimony, if believed by the finder of fact, bears directly on
the credibility of the State's witnesses. Mitchell v. State, 608 S.V/.2d 226,228
(Tex.Crim.App.1980). Materiality refers to statements having some substantial
potential for obstructing justice and excludes utterly trivial falsifications. Id.

v. State,01-05-00443-CR,2006 WL 407718 (Tex. App.-Houston [1't. Dist.] Feb.23,

2006, pet. ref d). Further, a person is liable as a party if he suborns the perjury of another:

To suborn perjury, a party, acting with the intent to promote or assist a witness in
committing perjury, must solicit, encourage, direct, aid, or attempt to aid the witness to
commit perjury. See Hardy v. State,246 S.W.3d 290,296 (Tex.App.-Houston [4th
Dist.l 2008, pet. refd); see also Tex. Penal Code Ann. g 7 .02(a)(2) (West 2003).

Rodriguez v. MumboJumbo, L.L.C.,347 S.W.3d 924,921 (Tex. App.-Dallas 2071, no pet.)

The documentary evidence, along with V/ebb's recent statements, demonstrate that

Jackson subomed perjury at Willingham's trial through his questioning of Webb which elicited a

false account of Willingham's confession as well as false denials of promises made to Webb by

Jackson. See supra Part II(A)(BXC). Jackson's October 2010 affidavit also constitutes perjury

because it contains false denials of any deal with Webb. See supra Part(E)(3)(a). The October
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2010 Affìdavit can support a perjury charge against Jackson under Texas Penal Code Section

37.02(a)(l) even if no court or party saw or relied upon the affidavit. See Martin v. State, 896

S.W.2d 336 (Tex. Ct. App.-Amarillo 1995, no pet.) (citing Welch v. State, 157 S.W. 946 Tex.

Crim. App. l913)).

In addition to perjury, the documents and trial record in the case also establish that

Jackson committed criminal contempt by violating Judge Douglas's pretrial order compelling

disclosure of all information that would impeach a State's witness. See supra Part II(e)(l).

Section 21.002 (a) of the Texas Government Code provides courts with authority to

"punish for contempt." In addition to this statutory mandate, Texas courts have inherent power to

punish by contempt for violation of orders. See Ex parte Hughes,759 S.W.2d 118, 120 (Tex.

1988); Ex parte Browne,543 S.V/.2d 82, 86 (Tex. 1976). Contempt of court is broadly defined

as "disobedience to or disrespect of a court by acting in opposition to its authority." In re Reece,

341 S.W.3d 360,364 (Tex. 2011) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).

Criminal contempt can manifest in one of two ways. Contempt that occurs within the

presence of a court is referred to as "direct contempt," Ex parte Gordon,584 S.W.2d 686, 688

(Tex. 1979), and contempt that occurs outside the court's presence is known as "constructive

contempt," Ex parte Chambers,898 S.V/.2d257,259 (Tex. 1995). As here, violating a court

order in a criminal matter can qualify as contemptuous behavior. See 13 Tex. Jur. 3d Contempt $

17; see also Ex parte Holmes, 754 S.W .2d 676,678 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988) (district attorney's

violation of court order in criminal case). To constitute constructive criminal contempt for

violation of a court order, there must be proof of: "(1) a reasonably specific order; (2) violation

of the order; and (3) the willful intent to violate the order." Ex parte Chambers, 898 S.W.2d at
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260. Additionally, conduct must "impede, embarrass, or obstruct the court in the discharge of its

duties in order to constitute constructive contempt." In re Reece,34l S.V/.3d at366.

In this case, the record clearly reflects an order made by the trial judge at a July 24,1992

hearing in which the judge specifically granted Willingham's motion for disclosure of

exculpatory information. Jackson did not object to the motion, and informed the judge:

I don't know of anything that would be favorable to the defendant at this point.
Certainly, that would fall into the category of a Brady-type function. I don't
know of any evidence that's available to the State or in the possession of the State
or that the State knows about. Certainly, I think we'd be under a duty to disclose
that type of information should we be in possession of any.la3

The trial judge also entered an order granting Willingham's request for disclosure of "evidence

affecting the credibility of the Prosecution witnesses, including prior convictions, dishonorable

discharges, or prior history of mental illness or psychiatric treatmen¡.>'144 While Jackson did not

agree to make an investigation of his witnesses, he again told the Judge he would disclose

everything he knew.las Similarly, the trial judge granted a motion to compel disclosure of

"nontestimonial evidence which conflicts with the testimony of any of the State's witnesses."

All of these orders required Jackson to disclose any express or implied bargain or

promise made to Webb in exchange for his testimony. At the time of the trial, such information

had been recognized as important Brady material for20 years. See Giglio v. (J.5.,405 U.S. 150

(1972). Viewing Jackson's statements at the hearing and the considerable documentary evidence

reflecting promises made to Webb, the evidence supports a finding that Jackson intentionally and

willfully violated the trial court's specific order requiring disclosure. This constitutes criminal

contempt. See Ex parte Chambers, 898 S.V/.2d at260.

r43 TT Yol.2:l-B
r44 TT vol. 2:lo.
tat Id.
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C. Jackson Violated Rule 3.09 ("Special Responsibilities of a Prosecutor") and His
Constitutional Obligations

Jackson violated Rule 3.09(d), which provides that a prosecutor in a criminal case shall

"make timely disclosure to the defense of all evidence or information known to the prosecutor

that tends to negate the guilt of the accused or mitigates the offense . . . ." As detailed above,

Jackson never disclosed to the defense any unclerstancling or agreement with Webb in exchange

for Webb's testimony (and, instead, represented to the jury that there was nothing Jackson could

do for Webb). Had Jackson disclosed the truth about his understanding to help Webb in

exchange for V/ebb's testimony (which, of course, is precisely what happened), those facts

unquestionably would have tended to negate Willingham's alleged guilt, because it would have

undermined Webb's credibility and thus weakened the State's case.

Jackson's conduct violated not only his special prosecutorial obligations under Rule

3.09(d), but Jackson also violated his constitutional obligations to protect the due process rights

of defendants and ensure the integrity of our criminal justice system - the very constitutional

obligations on which Rule 3.09 is based.

First, Jackson violated his disclosure obligations under Brady and Giglio. Two decades

before Willingham's trial, the United States Supreme Court, in Giglio v. United States,405 U.S.

150 (1972), held that the Brady disclosure rule required prosecutors to disclose impeachment and

witness credibility-related information - e.g., benefits promised to a witness in exchange for their

testimony. In Giglio - just as in Willingham - the prosecution presented a witness who testified

he had not received any promises of leniency for his testimony, when in fact the witness had

been promised that he would not be prosecuted when he testified before the grand jury. The

Supreme Court held that due process required that evidence of any understanding between the

witness and the prosecution be disclosed to the defense. See Giglio, 405 U.S. at 154 (""When
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the reliability of a given witness may well be determinative of guilt or innocence, nondisclosure

of evidence affecting credibility falls within this general rule."); id. at 154-55 ("Taliento's

credibility as a witness was therefore an important issue in the case, and evidence of any

understanding or agreement as to future prosecution would be relevant to his credibility and the

jury was entitled to know of it."). Jackson's conduct with respect to Webb is fundamentally at

odds with the clear constitutional rule announced in Giglio, which was well-established by the

time of V/illingham's trial.

Second, the false impression created in the minds of the judge and jurors by Jackson's

leading direct examination of Webb - during which he, in substance, represented that V/ebb had

not and could not receive any benefits from Jackson in exchange for his testimony-violated

basic constitutional requirements, which have been clearly established for many decades. See,

e.g., Mooney v. Holohan,294 U.S. 103, lI2 (1935) (holding that deliberate deception of a court

and jurors by the presentation of knowingly false evidence is incompatible with "rudimentary

demands of justice"); Napue v. Illinois,360 U.S. 264 (1959) ("The same result obtains when the

State, although not soliciting false evidence, allows it to go uncorrected when it appears.").

Jackson presented false and misleading evidence to the jury, and Jackson never corrected

the record, even after he was deeply and personally involved in securing substantial benefits for

Webb's cooperation and testimony against Willingham. To the contrary, Jackson continued to

cite V/ebb's testimony as suffrcient inculpatory evidence many years after the fact during the

Court of Inquiry proceedings and in public statements in opposition to Petitioners' efforts to

clear Todd Willingham's name and obtain a posthumous pardon. Of course, the credibility of

'Webb's testimony would, to say the least, have been substantially undermined if the true facts

regarding the benefits Webb received were disclosed - yet Jackson never disclosed the facts.
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D. The Statute of Limitations is no Barrier to Prosecution

The documentary evidence discussed in this grievance describes a decades-long scheme

by Jackson to conceal his misconduct. See supra Part II(E). Some of the violations described

above, such as those arising out of the October 2010 Affidavit and false statements to the press

are within the four-year statute of limitation set forth in Rule of Disciplinary Procedure 15.06(A).

However, Jackson's entire course of conduct falls within the limitations period because, as

shown above, Jackson intentionally concealed the evidence of his misconduct-preventing

discovery until only recently. Rule of Disciplinary Procedure 15.06(D) extends the general

statute of limitations where there is fraudulent concealment:

Effect of Fraud or Concealment: Where fraud or concealment is involved, the
time periods stated in this rule do not begin to run until the Complainant
discovered, or in the exercise ofreasonable diligence should have discovered, the
Professional Misconduct.

Accordingly, the statute of limitations on all of Jackson's misconduct did not begin to run

until proof of an undisclosed deal with Webb was uncovered in the Navarro County District

Attorney's file. This discovery took place less than four years ago and can best be marked by the

November 2013 discovery of the note on the DA's file in Webb's case reflecting a deal "based

on coop in Willingham."

Nor can Jackson shield himself from discipline by arguing that the evidence of his

misconduct should have been discovered earlier with reasonable diligence. Petitioners' were

reasonably diligent in relying on Jackson's prior statements that he had disclosed all exculpatory

information and that there was no deal with Webb. Under a similar standard in the federal

habeas context, the United States Supreme Court has held that post-conviction counsel is

reasonably diligent, despite the failure to discover publicly available exculpatory evidence,

where the prosecutor had the same evidence in his file and failed to disclose it:
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If it was reasonable for trial counsel to rely on, not just the presumption that
the prosecutor would fully perform his duty to disclose all exculpatory
materials, but also the implicit representation that such materials would be
included in the open files tendered to defense counsel for their exarnination,
we think such reliance by counsel appointed to represent petitioner in state
habeas proceedings was equally reasonable.

Strickler v. Greene,527 U.S. 263,284 (1999); accord Ex Parte Miles,359 S.W.3d 647,664

(Tex. Crim. App. 2012) (Brady claim based on undisclosed police reports later obtained through

public information act request was "not ascertainable through the exercise of reasonable

diligence").'46 In applying the more stringent fraudulent concealment doctrine applicable to tort

claims,laT Texas courts have likewise tolled the limitations period where a plaintiff reasonably

relies on a defendant's special duty to disclose information. See, e.g., S.V. v. R.V.,933 S.W.2d 1,

8 (Tex. 1996) (tort by fìduciary inherently undiscoverable because fiduciary relationship

rendered plaintiff unaware of need to inquire).

In this case, Jackson had a separate legal duty to disclose his deal with Webb both

through the trial court's order on Willingham's Brady motion and Jackson's ethical

responsibilities as a prosecutor. Instead of disclosing the information of his deal with Webb,

Jackson expressly stated that no such information existed during the hearing on 'Willingham's

Brady motion and then presented testimony from V/ebb that no promises were made and that

Jackson could do nothing for him. Petitioners were reasonably diligent in relying on these

'ou The impact of a prosecutor's special responsibilities on Rule of Disciplinary Procedure 15 is
emphasized by the fact that the Rule extends the period of limitations well beyond the discovery of a
prosecutor's misconduct and begins the period at the release of a wrongfully convicted person. See Tex.
R. Disc. Proc. 15.06(C).
141 

-t'"'There is an important difference between the fraudulent concealment standard in the Rules of
Disciplinary Procedure and that set fofth by the Texas Supreme Couft applicable to civil tort claims.
Ullder the tort standard, the statute begins to run at the time a plaintiff "could" have discovered the hann
through reasonable diligence. See BP America Prod. Co. v. Marshall,342 S.V/.3d 59,67 (Tex.20l1).
The Disciplinary RLrle tolls lirnitations until the tirne that a Cornplainant "should" have discovered the
misconduct. Tex. R. Disc. Proc. 15.06(D). The use of the word "should" irnplies a lower standard which
allows for tolling where it was possible for the complainant to have discovered the misconduct.
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representations from Jackson, who was under orders from the Court to disclose the information

that now forms the basis of Petitioners' Grievance. Cf Strickler, 527 U.S. at284.ta8 Moreover,

Willingham's trial lawyer David Martin made clear in closing argument that he had looked

through Webb's court file and recited that Webb had been convicted of aggravated, first-degree

rr 149rooDery.

Applying the standard of whether Petitioners "should have discovered the misconduct

earlier" one must ask: Why would Petitioner's look in Webb's file when its contents were recited

at trial? 'Who would even think that Jackson would allow the jury to believe that Webb was

convicted of one offense, and then later alter that judgment to reflect a lower charge? Jackson

hid the illegal nunc pro tunc reduction from Bill Price, the line district attorney who was

opposing Willingham's execution eve application which included the Hurst report and the

reviewing courts.l5O He affirmatively misled the BPP and the Governor in his ex parte letter in

support of Webb's credibility and Willingham's execution. He even misled Lowell Thompson,

the current Navarro County District Attomey, who used the original Aggravated First Degree

Robbery as an enhancing charge against Webb recently in a pending assault case.'t' If the very

prosecutors who were defending the Willingham conviction and death sentence were deceived

by Jackson's efforts to cover up the nunc pro tunc reduction and other evidence of the deal with

Webb, we cannot fathom how Petitioners "should have discovered" this misconduct through

reasonable diligence and were not the victims of fraudulent concealment.

t'* In Strickler, the Supreme Court held that it was reasonable for a defendant to rely eveu on implied
representations that exculpatory evidence did not exist. 527 U.S. at 284. The misrepresentations in
'Willingham's case were farworse than in Strickler, as the documents reflect, Jackson made express
misrepresentations to defense at Trial, mislead his successors at the Navarro County District Attorney's
Office who would otherwise have disclosed the information prior to the execution, and repeats these same
false statements to this day.
r4e TT vol. l3 at25-26.
r50 Appendix 45 (Hinton Affidavit)
l5r Appendix 44 (Aggravated Assault Cor.nplaint).
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Conclusion

While Jackson may have believed that his cause was just, even "noble," he violated core

principles of the legal profession, and did so with terrible consequences. Petitioners contend

Jackson's misconduct resulted in the execution of an innocent man - a morally and

"constitutionally intolerable event," Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390 (1993) (O'Connor, J.,

concurring) - who, before his execution, had to suffer the unimaginable pain and indignity of

being labeled a monster who murdered his own children. For all of the reasons stated above,

Petitioners ask the Chief Disciplinary Counsel to find just cause for prosecution in this case and

to demand a level of accountability commensurate with the harm resulting from Jackson's

misconduct.
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